Four Seasons Nursery Is A Proud Grower

Like it or not, branded plants have taken hold of the industry. I think branded material now outnumbers
our non-branded material in the nursery. As growers, we are driven to produce material that the market
demands and market demands that we grow branded plant material. Now, by no means is every branded
plant a home run. There are many not so desirable ones in a sea full of patented plants. (You can read
my unfiltered opinion of some of the worst offerings in my updated “Graveyard List”). To make things
more confusing for an already confused consumer base, plant breeders are introducing “improved” versions of the already top selling varieties. Most suspect this is due to the expiration of the plant’s patent
which will allow for royalty free propagation. The plant industry has become like Big Pharma…Have
to continue to feed the beast. In my opinion, all of the latest and greatest shoved onto the market creates
“Consumer Paralysis”. A term no businessperson wants to hear.

To Our Valued Customers
Four Seasons Nursery and Landscape Company
was formed back in 1971 by two brothers, Henry and
Roy Daum, on 5 rented acres. The landscape division
began first and the nursery division shortly thereafter
out of the need to produce our own material. Through
the growth of both divisions of the company, in
1980, Four Seasons bought its first 20 acres of land
earmarked for their very own nursery. The company
quickly outgrew the 20 acres and in 1988 acquired
another plot of 16 acres. Through 2005, the nursery’s
main headquarters were located at the 20 acre site,
until the property was sold. We were lucky enough to
find a 70 acre parcel of land literally around the corner
from the main headquarters, in which we moved our
whole operation. Presently, we farm 86 acres located
in Central New Jersey…yes, Central Jersey is such a
thing. The nursery is currently run by two of Henry’s
sons, Scott and Craig. Scott and Craig are 2nd
generation nurserymen, but 4th generation farmers.
We are conveniently located 8 miles east off of Exit #8
of the New Jersey Turnpike.
We grow a full line of woody ornamentals,
perennials, and ornamental grasses. Our plants are
grown in a trade 2 gallon all the way through a trade
10 gallon size. Four Seasons works with the top plant
hybridizers in the industry to ensure that we offer the
most current varieties on the market. We offer the
options of picture tags, strip tags and pre-pricing. Pre
pricing is the only one of the options that we charge a
fee for. We are the proud growers of Daum Good®
Plants.
Daum Good® Plants are non-branded
plants that we feel are entitled to the same pomp and
circumstance as their branded counterparts.
During the growing season, typically April
through October, we email a current availability list
along with pictures of plants that we think are the best
of the bunch during that particular week. Along with
the availability list and pictures, a blurb of our weekly
nursery happenings and commentary on an array of
topics is also included. You can easily sign up for our
weekly list by TEXTING: FSNLC to 22828 or by
simply emailing us at 4seasonsnursery@optonline.net

The information contained in the descriptions
of the plant material comes from many years of
observation. Additional information was obtained
from Spring Meadow Nursery, Briggs Nursery, Bailey
Nurseries, and the Manual of Woody Landscape
Plants authored by Michael Dirr.
Any errors in the factual information of the
descriptions can be attributed to Four Seasons Nursery
and not to the previously mentioned sources.
We hope that the information contained in our
reference guide will be of great value to you and your
customers.
We thank you for your continued support of a
small family run business and please feel free to contact
us with any questions or suggestions.
Regards,

Scott and Craig Daum

Members of:
New Jersey Nursery and Landscape Association
New Jersey Farm Bureau

Trade Shows
1. MANTS Winter Show
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, Maryland
First Week of January
2. Total Pro Expo
New Jersey Convention Center
Edison, New Jersey
First week of February

NEW & EXCITING VARIETIES
Anemone FALL IN LOVE™ ‘Sweetly’ PP31089 CPBRAF: FALL IN LOVE™
‘Sweetly’ is a great addition to any garden to prolong flower color, producing
rich, rose pink flowers in early fall. Semi-double flowers are produced above a
large mound of dark green foliage. This variety is by far the most floriferous of
the Anemones that we grow. From what I’ve seen, deer do not browse on this
genus.

Buddleia Pugster® series: An introduction from you know who. This compact
plant reaches just 2’ tall and wide but has the large, full flowers normally
seen on a much larger plant. It blooms non-stop from early summer through
frost with nice colored flowers, Thanks to thick, sturdy stems, the Pugster®
series offers vastly improved hardiness and winter survival over other types of
dwarf butterfly bush. This description might be an admission of the problems
that dogged the Lo & BeHold® series. Let’s just hope that this series isn’t as
problematic as the other introductions. Another great choice for deer proof
landscape.
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CEPHALANTHUS OCCIDENTALIS Fiber Optics®: Fiber Optics® is a distinct
improvement over the coarser Cephalanthus occidentalis that grows twice the
size of this compact selection. The spherical flowers are fragrant, creamy white,
and many species of waterfowl eat the seed. Zone 4-9. Grows 5’-6’ x 5’-6’. This
plant will take a moist conditions, often used in wetlands restoration.

Coreopsis Satin and Lace™ Series: This floriferous new Coreopsis forms a full,
sturdy, upright clump of dark green, threadleaf foliage topped with vibrant
colored flowers. They first appear in midsummer and continue through early
fall without deadheading. Satin and Lace™ series is sterile, so it won’t seed
around the garden and its foliage is very resistant to powdery mildew. This
series should be the go-to Coreopsis moving forward.

Cornus kousa Scarlet Fire®: Scientists at Rutgers University have developed
a kousa dogwood (Cornus kousa) hybrid that is deep fuchsia in color and
more resistant to common dogwood pests than the native kousa dogwood.
The dramatic bracts glow pink from a distance unlike any other dogwood we
have seen. Floriferous and precocious, the original tree flowered heavy at only
4 years old and budded plants can set many floral buds only after two growing
seasons! The moderately vigorous tree is well branched and grows 3+ feet in
first year and to 8 feet high in years 8-10. There is definitely excitement with
this cultivar.

Four Seasons Nursery

Daum Good Plants!

NEW & EXCITING VARIETIES
Heliopsis helianthoides Tuscan Gold™: A showy perennial with sunny yellow
flowers that’s perfect for your sun garden! Forms a compact, upright habit
with dark green leaves. Long Blooming Heat Tolerant. This variety should be
designed into everyone’s garden, it’s that nice.

Hydrangea arborescens Invincibelle Wee White®: Wee White® is the first dwarf
‘Annabelle’ type hydrangea in the world! This cute little landscape plant ensures
that any landscape can enjoy the reliability, low-maintenance, and season-long
beauty of hydrangeas. It reaches just 1’-2.5’ tall and naturally grows as a tidy,
rounded mound. Each flower emerges a soft, blush pink before changing to
white, and is held up on a strong, supportive stem for a display that looks more
like a bouquet of flowers than a landscape plant. Blooming begins in early
summer and continues through frost, with new flowers appearing the whole
time. The only complaint that I gotten about this variety is that the flowers
aren’t pure white. I think it’s something that can be overlooked considering the
compactness of this variety.

Hydrangea Endless Summer® Summer Crush®: With a profusion of big
raspberry red or neon purple blooms, Summer Crush® brings floral quality
blooms to your garden or patio container. Not only is it drop-dead gorgeous,
but it is compact so you get a neat, tidy look throughout the summer. Summer
Crush® is pH dependent, but not to the colors of a typically blue hydrangea.
More acidic soils will give a purplish color, where more basic pH will give that
deep raspberry red color. Summer Crush® appears to have some H. serrata
parentage in it’s makeup which makes this variety more likely to flower on 1st
year wood. The combination of the deep green foliage along with the flower
color make this variety a home run.

Hydrangea Tuff Stuff ®series (Tiny Tuff Stuff®, Tuff Stuff®, Tuff Stuff A-Ha®):
This series of Hydrangea, from you know who, is of the serrata species. As a
container grower, the serrata varieties are the most satisfying to grow because
of their ability to flower on 1st year wood and coming out of the winter willing
and able to grow. The Tuff Stuff® varieties are pH dependent for flower color
and are lace cap flower types. The Tuff Stuff® series is one that should be
pushed on the retail end.

www.4seasonsnurserynj.com
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NEW & EXCITING VARIETIES
Lagerstromeia Black Diamond® Crimson Red™ and Shell Pink™: Black
Diamonds are a revolutionary new series of crape myrtles that provide unique
beauty to your landscape and instant yard envy for your neighbors. Flawless
black foliage emerges in early spring followed by masses of brilliant jeweltoned blooms that last until the first frost. This series has a planting zone 6-10.
In Central Jersey, in a coldframe, they have minimal die back coming into the
spring. A very nice series! Excellent choice for a deer proof landscape.

Nepeta Cat Pajamas PP31127 CPBRAF: A long blooming perennial that’s
perfect in small areas of the landscape. Indigo blue flowers are produced all the
way from the soil to the tips, providing an intense splash of color when it’s in
bloom. Rosy purple calyxes extend the color when the blooms are past peak.
As soon as these became saleable, they sold out. There’s a strong demand for
Nepeta in general, but this variety’s unique flowering ability makes it very
desirable. One of my best selling plants for deer proof landscapes!
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Pieris japonica Purity: ‘Purity’ is a slow growing, small, compact grower,
producing prolific, urn shaped white flowers, born in large clusters, in the
Spring. Considered by many to be one of the best, white flowering Pieris.
Prefers partial shade, humitic soil, regular water and pruning, and good
drainage. Every garden has room for a compact Pieris. Another great choice
for a deer proof landscape.

Weigela Date Night™ Electric Love™: New to garden centers in 2019, Electric
Love is the first Weigela to offer true red flowers against dark leaves. Spark up
your outdoor space with a compact shrub that’s loaded with red bell flowers,
creating plenty of pop and contrast. Electric Love is very compact, only 2’ tall
and 3’ wide, making it great for mass plantings, along a walkway, or as the star
of a decorative patio container. The best maroon weigela that we grow!
Description credits: Bailey Nurseries, Proven Winners, Van Belle Nursery,
Walters Gardens, Rutgers University, Black Diamond series
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Graveyard List

After the printing of our first Graveyard list, the demand for a follow up, a part 2, has been a
constant request. The below descriptions are solely my opinions and observations of growing the
material in a commercial nursery setting, in the central part of Jersey. You may have different
results in your area, but for me the plants below have made it to this list purely on their merit.
Allium Gladiator and Globemaster: These varieties make the nicest pictures in catalogs…
you know the giant blue flowers on a long stalk being held by the cute child. Well, in a
container these varieties are nothing but ladened with foliar die back, flower stalks that are
crooked at best, and if they do flower they fall well short of expectations. For these reasons,
I’m sending Gladiator and Globemaster to the BONEYARD!
Buddleia Lo & BeHold® ‘Blue Chip’: So where should I begin? Another variety from you
know who, that promised us the world and delivered squat! This variety doesn’t overwinter
in a container inside a cold frame. They say it should be kept in a minimal heat house (one
above 32°F). So let me get this right, for a Buddleia to survive I need to install a gas line and
heaters for viability? After overwintering expenses, the only one making money would be the
royalty holder. I’m not in business to make someone else rich and for that reason, take your
fancy white pot, your pretty tag, and your inability to overwinter like a normal Buddleia to
the BONEYARD! I’ll take a shot in the dark that a new and improved Buddleia Blue Chip is
in the works. Thanks but no thanks
Rhododendron Capistrano: We have a nickname for this variety…Crapistrano! The public
has an insatiable appetite for a hardy yellow Rhododendron, but Crapistrano isn’t it. Of all
the varieties of Rhodos that we grow, this variety has the highest loss percentage of them
all. I don’t know if it’s the summer heat or the winter cold, but I do know the plants inability
to form a strong root system highly contributes to the high mortality rate. Growing unusual
varieties is an intricate part of our business plan, but the varieties need to make it to the
market. Crapistrano…we’ve seen the last of you. Pack up your weak root system and head to
the BONEYARD!
Chaenomeles: Ask yourself, what drives sales? Color, Color, Color. This genus produces
good color, but at the wrong time of the year. If we get a warm couple of days in the winter,
these plants think it’s time to flower. Too often, we have this wonderful crop of Quince and
nobody wants it takes because it’s flowered out. This genus without a flower will only sell to
a customer that is looking for it. There’s no spontaneous buying of Quince with no flowers.
For this reason, we will be moving Chaenomeles, the whole family, to the curb, dressed and
prepared for their long stay in the BONEYARD!
Cornus Pucker Up!® : Another one from you know who. This Cornus was promised to
revolutionize the redtwig market. After years of growing and collecting inventory (because no
one bought it), we decided to cut ties. The foliage comes out crinkly and gives the appearance
of an unhealthy specimen. So glad that we poured 4 years of money and resources into
another “experiment” of a plant that probably should’ve hit the BONEYARD before it ever
hit the market. The consumer has spoken, Pucker Up!®….off to the BONEYARD!
Azalea Encore® Autumn Embers™ : Reblooming Azaleas are going to put the old fashion
varieties to shame…another promise full of hot air. Zone 6 they said. I gauge a plant’s
hardiness of how they survive above the ground, in a container, overwintered in a coldframe.
For some reason, of the Encore® varieties we grow, Encore® Autumn Embers™ is the worst
of the bunch coming into the Spring and the Spring is when we need to ship the product.
Azalea Encore® Autumn Embers™ is also the slowest to recover from winter damage and
who has time for recovery? It’s all about turning space. Embers…. take your burnt winter
foliage and Spring sales buzz killer to the BONEYARD!
Azalea Bloom-A-Thon® Series: Another one from you know who. A rebloomer to replace
all rebloomers. Well…that didn’t work out. This azalea doesn’t overwinter in a coldframe
worth a damn. Worse, by far, in terms of coming out of the winter than Azalea Encore®
Autumn Embers™. Let me guess, they want us to grow this series in a minimum heat house.
Again, a profit eater due to the inability to sell in the Spring and an additional 3 months to
look presentable to bring to market. Adios problem child, to the BONEYARD.

Fargesia : The biggest problem with this plant is it’s common name, Bamboo. As soon as
the customer hears Bamboo, their wallets and minds shutdown and they won’t even consider
purchasing this plant. You can tell them until you’re blue in the face that it doesn’t run, is
clumping, and makes a beautiful specimen, but they won’t believe you. Of all the plants on
this list, Fargesia was the hardest to send to the boneyard. I wish I had different conclusion,
but Fargesia head to the BONEYARD..you’re done here.
Microbiota decussata (straight species): An absolute great plant if it wouldn’t turn brown
and die overnight. The biggest complaint that I hear is the survivability rate of large stances
of Microbiota. One day it’ll be green and healthy, the next, brown and dead. We have found a
variety of this plant, from you know who, that has a great survivability rate and doesn’t kick
you in the gut like the straight species. I’m tired of getting the wind taken out of my sails and
for that reason take your brown butt to the BONEYARD.
Philadelphus: Mock Orange is another plant that blooms too early for it’s own good. The
plant puts on a nice floral display, but isn’t in flower when customers are shopping. Also, the
branching habit tends to be really open and loose which isn’t a good combination for retail
appeal. Mock Orange, march yourself directly to the BONEYARD.
The Blushing Knock Out® Rose: Of all varieties in the Knock Out® family, Blushing seems
to be the odd one out. I think it’s biggest fault is the flower color. The color just doesn’t make
a big enough impression. It was too blushing! The driving force behind the sales of Blushing
came from being sold out of the other varieties. Sorry Ms. Blushing, but pack up your thorns
and your pretty, chartreuse green pot and hit the bricks. To the BONEYARD you go!
Exochorda: If only more people knew what this plant was. The plant is pretty awesome when
it flowers, but once again, it flowers too early for retail appeal. The only customers that are
going to buy this are the ones that are knowledgeable on the genus and know their plants.
Unfortunately, those type of customers are few and far between. A typical retail customer is
one that asks for a green or yellow bush, and not looking for Pearlbush. Another one that I
grudgingly send to the BONEYARD….off you go.
Buxus Dwarf English: One of the main stays in the Buxus market, but not anymore. Dwarf
English Boxwood might be the most susceptible to stem die back, Phytophthora, and the
dreaded Boxwood blight. We started seeing problems with this variety a couple years ago,
but the problem seems to have accelerated recently. It could be due to the fact we are growing
improved varieties that don’t tend to have the mortality rate of Dwarf English. Old school
architects still request it, but they won’t find it here! Dwarf English, time’s up! Off to the
BONEYARD!
Hydrangea Invincibelle® Spirit: Another one from you know who. This variety is so bad
that they already came out with an Invincibelle® Spirit II. Invinicibelle® Spirit was never
strong enough to hold up it’s own flowers. They suggested pruning more often, but that never
worked because the plant would never have enough time to set bud. If you prefer flowers that
lay on the ground, then this plant’s for you. A crop of this variety once took 5 years to get a
saleable product. The carrying cost, alone, ate all of the profits. Take your fancy white pot,
your limp arms, and overhyped marketing material to the BONEYARD!! ADIOS

Compact Abelia

Shadblow Serviceberry

The plant is a strong Zone 6 plant but to avoid
browning and die back, I would still plant it in
a protected area with some winter shade. Low
growing, compact. Pinkish-white bell shaped flowers
from June to frost.

This plant grows naturally from Maine to South Carolina
along stream banks and woodland borders. Fall color is
generally yellow but some orange and reds have been
noticed. It also produces a black edible fruit. White flowers
before leaves emerge. Upright habit.

Abelia x grandiflora ‘Compacta’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20-25’ x 10-15’

Rose Creek Abelia

Massachusetts Bearberry

Flowering evergreen shrub with white flowers from
June to frost and pinkish new foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 3-4’

A low growing, spreading evergreen ground-cover.
It grows where few other plants could survive. I have
seen it thriving on the dunes of Cape Cod National
Seashore. It has glossy dark leaves and red fruit in
the fall. Small pink flowers in mid April to May.

Bottlebrush Buckeye

Black Chokeberry

This plant could be used wherever a multi-stemmed
small tree is desired. Would extend the flowering
period beyond the normal spring season. White
flowers mid June to July.

Easily grown shrub noted for its showy, white,
fragrant flowers that are followed by dark blue
berries. Glossy dark green foliage turns various
shades of red and purple in fall. Upright habit.

Abelia x ‘Rose Creek’

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi ‘Massachusetts’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-12” H x 2-4’

Aesculus parviflora

Aronia melanocarpa ‘Autumn Magic’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 8-15’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-6’ x 4-7’

Red Buckeye

Low Scape Mound® Chokeberry

Deciduous clump-forming shrub or small tree. Showy
panicles of red to orange-red tubular flowers late
spring to early summer. Nice looking shrub even
when not in bloom. Would be good to protect from
hot afternoon sun.

Unique low-growing, mound-shaped habit. Covered
in masses of dainty white flowers, and in fall, the
leaves turn brilliant red to contrast with dark purpleblack fruit.

Aesculus pavia
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Amelanchier canadensis

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15’ x 12-15’

Aronia melanocarpa ‘UCONNAM165’
PP28789

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 18-24”

Crimson Queen Japanese Maple

Red Chokeberry

New growth is bright crimson red color. Some
literature suggests that it will hold that color
throughout the summer then developing a fall color
that has a scarlet range. Arching, mounding, slow
growth.

An especially fast grower. When planted in full sun
it produces large quantities of red fruit. It appears
to tolerate many different kinds of soil, both wet
and dry. This cultivar has lustrous dark green leaves
turning a brilliant scarlet in the fall.

Acer palmatum dissectum ‘Crimson Queen’

Aronia arbutifolia ‘Brilliantissima’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 12’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-10’ x 3-5’

Bloodgood Japanese Maple

Gold Dust Aucuba

An upright form that is known for it’s deep red,
almost purple color. Color is held well all season
long.

This plant is valued for its evergreen gold speckled
foliage. I would use it only in an area that is
completely shielded from the wind and in partial
shade. Upright, rounded habit. Not especially showy
but does produce small purple flowers. Mid-May.

Acer palmatum ‘Bloodgood’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’ x 15’

Aucuba japonica ‘Gold Dust’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-10’ x 5-7’

Tamukeyama Japanese Maple

Arneson’s Gem Deciduous Azalea

One of the older cultivars dating back to 1710. Dark
purple-red foliage holding its color better than most.
Rounded, shrubby habit.

Compact, rounded growth habit. Red buds that open
to large soft yellow orange flowers, shading to strong
reddish orange flowers at the margins.

Acer palmatum dissectum ‘Tamukeyama’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 8-12’

Four Seasons Nursery

Azalea ‘Arneson Gem’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Daum Good Plants!

Fragrant Star Deciduous Azalea
Azalea ‘Fragrant Star’

Rounded deciduous shrub. Large white and
exceptionally fragrant flowers in May. Has been
reported by Briggs Nursery to be heat tolerant.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Northern Hi-Lights Deciduous
Azalea
Azalea ‘Northern Hi-Lights’

Spreading upright deciduous shrub. Foliage resistant
to powdery mildew. Red fall color. White flowers
with a yellow blotch.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4-5’

Golden Lights Deciduous Azalea

Pennsylvania Deciduous Azalea

Rounded deciduous shrub with yellow flowers late
April to May. Exceptionally cold hardy, very fragrant
and long lasting. Somewhat resistant to powdery
mildew.

Wide, upright, but slow growth habit. Fragrant, light
pink flowers with orange eye in July-August.

Azalea ‘Golden Lights’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Azalea ‘Pennsylvania’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 5-6’

Lemon Drop Deciduous Azalea

Pink and Sweet Deciduous Azalea

Deciduous, summer flowering Exbury azalea with an
upright habit. In July, peach buds appear and open to
pale yellow flowers which produce a slight lemony
aroma. Mildew resistant.

Upright grower with fragrant, purplish-pink flowers
with a golden flare in the throat in spring.

Azalea ‘Lemon Drop’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4’

Azalea ‘Pink and Sweet’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3’

Lemon Lights Deciduous Azalea

Rosy Lights Deciduous Azalea

Upright habit with lemon yellow flowers late AprilMay. Another of the ‘Lights’ series of azaleas being
developed at the University of Minnesota. Powdery
mildew resistant.

Rounded, deciduous shrub with fragrant, dark rosypink flowers late April-May.

Azalea ‘Lemon Lights’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4’

Lilac Lights Deciduous Azalea
Azalea ‘Lilac Lights’

Compact growth habit with deep lilac colored flowers
that hold their color well. Blooms late April-May.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Azalea ‘Rosy Lights’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ H x 5’ W

Weston’s Innocence Deciduous
Azalea
Azalea ‘Weston’s Innocence’

Rounded deciduous shrub with small, white, strongly
scented flowers in late June. Mildew resistant foliage
and has burgundy red fall color.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3-4’

Mandarin Lights Deciduous Azalea

Weston’s Lollipop Deciduous Azalea

Upright rounded plant with a slight fragrance to the
flower. Bright red-orange blooms mid to late April.

Summer flowering deciduous azalea that produces
very fragrant pink flowers with a light pink and
yellow flare in mid-June. No mildew problems. Great
early fall color of red-orange tones.

Azalea ‘Mandarin Lights’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 4’

Azalea ‘Weston’s Lollipop’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4’

Millennium Deciduous Azalea

Weston’s Parade Deciduous Azalea

Mounding habit. Fragrant deep red with a pale
orange flare. Foliage is mildew resistant. Blooms
early summer.

Wide, columnar, upright habit. Summer flowering
deciduous azalea is mildew resistant. Clear dark pink
flowers with orange eye in July. Fragrant.

Azalea ‘Millennium’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 2’

Azalea ‘Weston’s Parade’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 2-3’

www.4seasonsnurserynj.com
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White Lights Deciduous Azalea

Chinzan Pink Azalea

Rounded deciduous shrub with white flowers that
have a slight yellow blotch.

Compact habit. Produces some of the hottest pink
flowers you’ve ever seen. Blooms spring and fall.

Azalea ‘White Lights’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 5’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Encore® Autumn Amethyst® Azalea

Delaware Valley White Azalea

Upright, rounded habit. Attractive purple foliage in
the winter and stunning purple blooms in spring,
summer and fall.

Spreading habit with single white flowers mid season.
This azalea is the good old standby and by far the
white that everyone asks for.

Azalea ‘Conlee’

Azalea ‘Delaware Valley White’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Encore® Autumn Royalty® Azalea

Elsie Lee Azalea

Upright, rounded habit. Large purple blooms
spring through fall. Voted Azalea of the Year by the
American Rhododendron Society.

This again is a very hardy Azalea and can take
extreme conditions. It does lose some of its foliage
during the winter. Upright, spreading habit with
double, light lavender blooms.

Azalea ‘Conlec’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4’

Azalea ‘Elsie Lee’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Encore® Autumn Twist® Azalea

Girard’s Crimson Azalea

Upright, rounded habit. This fast growing variety
boasts large bi-color and occasional solid purple
blooms spring through fall.

Flowers larger than Hino Crimson. Good winter
color. Crimson-red flowers mid season.

Azalea ‘Conlep’ PP12133
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Azalea satsuki ‘Chinzan Pink’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4’

Azalea ‘Girard’s Crimson’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Girard’s Fuchsia Azalea
Azalea ‘Girard’s Fuchsia’

All Evergreen Azaleas should
be put in locations that are
somewhat protected from
winter winds and direct summer
sun. They should be planted in
well drained soils and mulched
at the time of planting.

Seems to be hardier than other Girard varieties.
Upright, spreading habit. Reddish-purple flowers mid
season.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Girard’s Rose Azalea
Azalea ‘Girard’s Rose’

Excellent winter color dark red. Upright, spreading
habit. Single red flowers mid season.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Blaauw’s Pink Azalea

Hino Crimson Azalea

Upright habit with salmon-pink blooms mid to late
spring. This plant loses some of its foliage during
the winter, enabling it to survive conditions where
others won’t.

Lower growing with a compact, fine-textured look.
Small single crimson flowers. Early season bloomer.

Azalea ‘Blaauw’s Pink’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 6’

Four Seasons Nursery

Daum Good Plants!

Azalea ‘Hino Crimson’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Girard’s Hot Shot Azalea

Gumpo White Azalea

Single, brick-red flowers. Mid-season bloomer. Good
purple/red winter color.

Low growing with large white blooms late season.

Azalea ‘Girard’s Hot Shot’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Azalea ‘Gumpo White’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 3-4’

Karen Azalea

Maraschino Azalea

Good winter foliage color (red to purple). Loses
some winter foliage but not as much as Herbert or
Poukhanense. Rich lavender-purple hose-in-hose
flowers.

Low growing, carmine-red blooms.

Azalea ‘Karen’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 5-6’

Azalea Kimono Series™ ‘Maraschino’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 24-30”

Pleasant White Azalea

May Snow Azalea

Low spreading. Vigorous grower. Double white
flowers. Late bloomer.

Low growing, upward-facing, bright white flowers.

Azalea ‘Pleasant White’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 3-4’

Azalea Kimono Series™ ‘May Snow’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 24-30”

Poukhanense Compacta Azalea

Bonanza Gold™ Barberry

Perhaps the hardiest of all the evergreen azaleas, but
it is also the one that loses the most foliage. Tight,
compact habit. Purple blooms early in the season.

The significant aspect of this plant is its gold foliage.
It seems to hold up much better in the summer heat
than other gold varieties. Low, mounding habit.

Azalea ‘Poukhanense Compacta’

Berberis thunbergii ‘Bogozam’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ H x 3-4’ W

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 36”

Rosebud Azalea

Crimson Pygmy Barberry

Upright, spreading habit. Double pale pink rose-like.
Late bloomer. Loses some of its winter foliage. Very
hardy.

In the trade Crimson Pygmy Barberry has several
strains attributed to it, many of which grow larger
and more open than the original plant. Our pygmy
barberry is more like the original plant, compact and
full.

Azalea ‘Rosebud’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 4-5’

Berberis thunbergii ‘Atropurpurea Nana’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Tradition Azalea

Helmond Pillar Barberry

Spreading habit, medium height. Double pink blooms.
Mid season bloomer.

Narrow, upright growth habit. A unique purple leaf
upright columnar habit ideal for hedges.

Azalea ‘Tradition’

Berberis thunbergii ‘Helmond Pillar’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 1-2’

Fairy Pillow Azalea

Rose Glow Barberry

Low growing, bright white flowers.

The mottled red and white foliage sets this plant
apart from other red leafed forms. The new growth
matures to a deep purple.

Azalea Kimono Series™ ‘Fairy Pillow’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 24-30”

Berberis thunbergii ‘Rose Glow’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ H x 3’ W

www.4seasonsnurserynj.com
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Royal Burgundy® Barberry

Miss Violet Butterfly Bush

Improved selection from Crimson Pygmy with richer
burgundy foliage color that holds its color through
summer, changing to a reddish black in the fall.

Compact plant with vibrant flower color with loads
of dark purple-violet summer flowers. Seedless and
non-invasive.

Berberis thunbergii ‘Gentry’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Cesky Gold® Dwarf Birch

Nanho Blue Butterfly Bush

An exceptionally cold-tolerant dwarf birch. New
growth appears in sunset hues of yellow, red, and
orange, and cheerful chartreuse foliage carries the
plant through the entire season.

This compact selection has wands of violet-blue
flowers, over a mound of silvery-green leaves.

Betula x plettkei ‘Golden Treasure’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-4’ x 2-3’

Buddleia davidii ‘Nanho Blue’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-5’

Heritage® River Birch

Nanho Purple Butterfly Bush

Multi-stemmed, upright shade tree with interesting,
peeling bark. Also has nice yellow fall foliage color.

Compact butterfly bush that is well suited for the
smaller garden. Flowers are fragrant and lavenderpurple and contrast with gray-green foliage.

Betula nigra ‘Cully’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20’ x 10-20’

Buddleia davidii ‘Nanho Purple’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-5’

Black Knight Butterfly Bush

Pugster® Amethyst Butterfly Bush

Deep purple-blue, almost black, flowers in elongated
clusters on arching branches. Upright, mounding
growth.

Full sized flowers on a dwarf plant. Blooms early
summer to frost. Amethyst-toned flowers, each with a
tiny yellow-orange eye in the center.

Buddleia davidii ‘Black Knight’
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Buddleia x ‘Miss Violet’ PP28448

Buddleia x ‘SMNBDL’ PP30236

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 3-5’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2-3’

Lo & Behold® Purple Haze Butterfly Bush
Buddleia davidii Lo & Behold® ‘Purple
Haze’ PP24514

Pugster® Blue Butterfly Bush

Flowers radiate outward and downward like a
pinwheel, and are continuous from mid summer to
frost. Mounded, spreading habit.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 36-42” W

Buddleia x ‘SMNBDBT’ PP28794

Full sized flowers on a dwarf plant. Blooms early
summer to frost. True-blue flowers, each with a tiny
yellow-orange eye in the center.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2-3’

Miss Molly Butterfly Bush

Pugster® Pink Butterfly Bush

Fragrant flowers are a rich sangria-red color and a
mounded habit.

Full sized flowers on a dwarf plant. Blooms early
summer to frost. Taffy pink flowers require no
deadheading.

Buddleia x ‘Miss Molly’ PP23425
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Buddleia x ‘SMNBDPT’ PP28836
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2-3’

Miss Pearl Butterfly Bush

Green Mountain Boxwood

Refined, non-invasive habit. Crisp, clean, pure white
flowers bloom for an extended time during summer
months.

A cold-hardy hybrid boxwood known for its semiupright, rounded conical shape.

Buddleia x ‘Miss Pearl’ PP28553
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Four Seasons Nursery

Daum Good Plants!

Buxus x ‘Green Mountain’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 3’

Green Velvet Boxwood

Franklin’s Gem Boxwood

This variety is a result of some crosses made by
Sheridan Nursery Co., Oakville, Ontario, Canada. It
maintains a dark green color throughout the winter.
Rounded, full habit. Slow growing.

This plant has a fine, soft texture. Can be used where
Ilex Helleri hasn’t survived the winter.

Buxus x ‘Green Velvet’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Buxus microphylla ‘Franklin’s Gem’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 2’

Winter Gem Boxwood

Little Missy Boxwood

Low, rounded evergreen.

Compact mounding to rounded variety. It is
extremely cold hardy and sun tolerant.

Buxus microphylla var. japonica ‘Winter
Gem’

Buxus microphylla ‘Little Missy’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

Arctic Emerald Boxwood

NewGen Freedom® Boxwood

Compact habit with deep green evergreen foliage on
an upright pyramidal form.

Vigorous selection with glossy, green foliage.
Uniform and tight habit. Resistant to Boxwood
Leafminer and Boxwood Blight.

Buxus sempervirens ‘Arctic Emerald’
PP18289

Buxus ‘SB 300’ PP32421

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-7’ x 3-4’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ H x 3-4’ W

Baby Gem™ Boxwood

NewGen Independence® Boxwood

Compact, with tiny, dense green foliage that retains
its color all year.

Similar to ‘Green Beauty’ but with more elongated
leaves and resistance to leafminers.

Buxus microphylla ‘Gregem’ PP21159

Buxus ‘SB 108’ PP28888

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4-5’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Baby Jade™ Boxwood

Early Amethyst Beautyberry

Very dwarf, fine-textured boxwood with dark green
foliage. Increased heat tolerance.

This particular variety sets fruit early and is visible
in September. Bushy rounded shrub with graceful
pendulous branching.

Buxus microphylla ‘Grejade’ PP26656
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Callicarpa dichotoma ‘Early Amethyst’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Common Boxwood

Dark Beauty Heather

Very striking boxwood that is most commonly used
as an accent plant.

Mounded habit with deep red blooms late summer.

Buxus sempervirens

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 2’

Calluna vulgaris ‘Dark Beauty’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1’ x 1’

Elegantissima Boxwood

Buxus sempervirens ‘Elegantissima’

Very striking boxwood that is most commonly
used as an accent plant. Variegated white and green
foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 2’

www.4seasonsnurserynj.com
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April Kiss Camellia

The culture for Calluna and
Erica is the same. It is critical
that these plants be put in areas
that are moist but perfectly
drained. They should be located
out of the wind in full to part
shade. A low fertility should be
maintained.

Compact, moderate grower. Small double red blooms.
Early bloomer.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -5° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 8-10’

April Melody Camellia

Camellia japonica ‘April Melody’

Medium growth, rounded habit. Early-late spring
bloom of single light red flowers.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -5° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Firefly Heather

April Rose Camellia

Mounded habit with deep purplish-pink blooms late
summer.

Very compact and slow growing Camellia with rosered formal double flowers. Excellent glossy foliage.

Calluna vulgaris ‘Firefly’

Camellia japonica ‘April Rose’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1’ x 1’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

Multicolor Heather

April Tryst Camellia

Low, spreading habit with yellow foliage and pale
mauve flowers late summer.

Medium growth, rounded habit. Mid to late spring.
Cherry red anemone form flowers.

Calluna vulgaris ‘Multicolor’
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Camellia japonica ‘April Kiss’

Camellia japonica ‘April Tryst’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6” x 1’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -5° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Sweetshrub

Snow Flurry Camellia

This versatile shrub will grow in sun to full shade.
Native from the Virginia to Florida. Reddish-brown
flowers with a spicy fragrance.

Pure white, anemone form flowers are among the
earliest to bloom. Good cold tolerance.

Calycanthus floridus

EXPOSURE: Sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 6-8’

Camellia x ‘Snow Flurry’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-7’ x 4-5’

April Blush Camellia

Spring’s Promise Camellia

Upright, vigorous grower. Late spring bloom of
semi-double, shell pink flowers.

Upright grower. Rose-red, single flowers.

Camellia japonica ‘April Blush’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -5° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Camellia japonica ‘Spring’s Promise’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 8’

April Dawn Camellia

Winter’s Joy Camellia

Upright, vigorous grower. Pink, shell, white double.
Blooms over long period.

Fast growing, upright form. Early to mid winter.
Fuchsia pink semi-double flowers.

Camellia japonica ‘April Dawn’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -5° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 8-10’

Four Seasons Nursery
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Camellia x ‘Winter’s Joy’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Dark Knight Bluebeard

Ruby Spice Summersweet

Very showy clusters of deep purple-blue flowers
cover this vigorously growing deciduous shrub.

Upright, rounded similar to the species. Deep
reddish-pink that does fade to white. Has a spicy
sweet fragrance.

Caryopteris x clandonensis ‘Dark Knight’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Clethra alnifolia ‘Ruby Spice’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 2-3’

New Jersey Tea

Sixteen Candles Summersweet

Compact, dense, rounded shrub. Fluffy, soft white
terminal heads.

In our opinion this plant is far superior to
‘Hummingbird’. Fragrant, white flowers are held in a
more visible position and the habit is more dense and
upright than ‘Hummingbird’.

Ceanothus americanus

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Clethra alnifolia ‘Sixteen Candles’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ H x 3’ W

Fiber Optics® Buttonbush

Summersweet

Improved compact selection. Fragrant flowers attract
pollinators. Grows in wet soils.

Excellent plant to use in wet woodsy situations
though it will also grow in full sun. Found in nature
also stream banks and just about any place in the
forest. Fragrant white flowers mid summer.

Cephalanthus occidentalis ‘Bailoptics’
PP29475
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 5-6’

Clethra alnifolia

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 3-5’

Crippsi Golden Falsecypress

Arctic Fire® Red Dogwood

This plant if left unpruned can get tremendously
large but can be kept inbounds if annual pruning is
done. Gold foliage makes the plant really stand out.
Loosely conical habit.

A compact selection of Cornus baileyi. Dark red
winter twigs and a compact non suckering habit.
White flowers.

Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Crippsii’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 50’ x 15’

Cornus stolonifera ‘Farrow’ PP18523
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Fernspray Gold Falsecypress

Arctic Sun® Dogwood

Soft fern like foliage grace this specimen that grows
narrow and broadens with age. The plant displays
golden green color towards the center and rich
golden yellow at the tips.

Glorious yellow, orange, and coral stems shine in
winter.

Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Fernspray Gold’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 4’

Cornus sanguinea ‘Cato’ PP19892
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 4-5’

Gold Mop Falsecypress

Bud’s Yellow Dogwood

This is an excellent plant to use wherever you want
to introduce some color into the landscape. The
strain that we grow is exceptionally gold and holds
it color through the winter. Forms a dense, golden
mound.

This plant’s claim to fame is its strikingly gold bark.
When planted in mass it will brighten a drab winter
day, and looks even better after a snow. White flowers
in early summer.

Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Filifera Aurea’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Cornus alba ‘Bud’s Yellow’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ - 8’ H x 5’ - 6’ W

Hummingbird Summersweet

Cardinal Red Twig Dogwood

Compact, clump-forming deciduous shrub with
clusters of fragrant white flower spikes in late
summer, against handsome dark green leaves.

Vibrant red twigs are stunning in the winter
landscape. Spring flowers yield small ornamental
fruit. Colorful fall foliage. Spreading habit is helpful
in controlling erosion.

Clethra alnifolia ‘Hummingbird’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 4’

Cornus sericea ‘Cardinal’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-9’ x 8-12’

www.4seasonsnurserynj.com
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Greensleeves Kousa Dogwood

Bearberry Cotoneaster

An improved form that faster and is fuller at maturity
than the species. Beautiful white flowers in late
spring followed with large red fruit in fall.

Low growing, spreading habit. Small white flowers
in spring.

Cornus kousa ‘Greensleeves’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’ x 15-20’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1’ x 12’

Ivory Halo® Dogwood

Coral Beauty Cotoneaster

This compact plant has beautiful green and white
variegated foliage. Once the foliage drops, the
brilliant red color of the twigs is revealed.

Outstanding groundcover with dense prostrate
branches. Small white flowers in spring.

Cornus alba ‘Bailhalo’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 5-6’

Cotoneaster dammeri ‘Coral Beauty’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 6’

Kelsey Dwarf Dogwood

Cranberry Cotoneaster

This is a truly dwarf Red Twig Dogwood. Stays
compact in containers in the nursery, which is a
real good indicator as to how it will perform in the
landscape. Can be used as a course groundcover or
shrub border.

This plant is a dense, broad-upright, somewhat
mounding deciduous shrub with stiffly arching
branches. Small pink flowers in spring.

Cornus sericea ‘Kelseyi’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Cotoneaster apiculatus

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ H x 6’ W

Red Twig Dogwood

Willowleaf Cotoneaster

This Red Twig will set clusters of white berries that
contrast amazingly with the red stems. Great for
mass planting.

If you want to establish a ground cover quickly, this
is the plant to do it with. Low growing, evergreen,
glossy green foliage. White flowers early summer.

Cornus baileyi
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Cotoneaster dammeri

Cotoneaster salicifolius ‘Repandens’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 5’

Scarlet Fire® Kousa Dogwood

Leyland Cypress

Uniquely colored blossoms in a dark pink shade.
Large red fruit in fall.

Even though it grows 60-70’ this plant can be kept at
a comfortable size with pruning. Makes a great hedge
similar to hemlock. Needs full sun and can tolerate
salt spray.

Cornus kousa ‘Rutpink’ PP28311
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’ x 15-20’

Cupressocyparis leylandii

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 60-70’ x 10-20’

Golden Spirit™ Smoke Bush

Dwarf Japanese Cedar

This plant produces golden yellow foliage that turns
to shades of coral, orange and red in Autumn. Tends
not to scorch in direct sunlight.

Dense, dome shaped foliage consisting of very bright
green needle-like sprays which tend to gracefully
bow over as this plant matures.

Cotinus coggygria ‘Ancot’ PP13082
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 8-10’

Royal Purple Smoke Bush

Cotinus coggygria ‘Royal Purple’

A result of a cross between a Drummer hybrid of
Cotinus obovatus and Cotinus ‘Velvet Cloak’. Leaves
emerge with a slight tinge of red. As they mature in
the summer, the leaves turn to a blue-green color.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’ x 10-15’

Four Seasons Nursery
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Cryptomeria japonica ‘Globosa Nana’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 4-8’

Creme Fraiche® Deutzia

Deutzia gracilis ‘Mincream’ PP25703

Variegated version of Deutzia ‘Nikko’. White flowers
in spring.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-36” x 18-36”

Showy Lantern Enkianthus

Enkianthus campanulatus ‘Showy
Lantern’

One of the finest red-flowering selections of
Enkianthus. Fall color usually stunning red and
orange tones.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-10’ x 4-6’

Nikko Blush Deutzia

C. D. Eason Heath

A delightful new hybrid from the National
Arboretum. A profusion of soft pink blooms in
spring. Compact, low-growing form.

Spreading mound. Pink blooms June - Sept.

Deutzia x rosea ‘Nikko Blush’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 4-5’

Erica cinera ‘C. D. Eason’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10” x 2’

Nikko Deutzia

Kramer’s Red Winter Heath

Great plant for rock gardens or where ever an
interesting ground cover is needed. Besides the
flower and graceful branching habit of the plant it
also has a burgundy fall color. Profuse white flowers
in early summer.

Dense, mounding. Reddish-purple flowers Dec. - Apr.

Deutzia gracilis ‘Nikko’

Erica x darleyensis ‘Kramer’s Rote’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1’ x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 5’

Yuki Cherry Blossom® Deutzia

Myretoun Ruby Heath

Pink flowers in spring on a low spreading Deutzia.

Low spreading. Ruby-red flowers Jan. - May.

Deutzia x ‘NCDX2’ PPAF

Erica carnea ‘Myretoun Ruby’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 1-2’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6” x 18”

Yuki Snowflake® Deutzia

Purple Beauty Heath

Extra-heavy blooming variety. Elegant white spring
flowers appear at the perfect time for spring gardens.
Low spreading habit.

Low spreading. Purple flowers in summer.

Deutzia x ‘NCDX1’ PP25916
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 1-2’

Nightglow® Diervilla

Diervilla splendens ‘El Madrigal’
PP28060

Intensely yellow flowers glow bright against the
dusky red foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Erica cinerea ‘Purple Beauty’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1’ x 2’

Schneekoppe Heath

Erica carnea ‘Schneekoppe’

Low growing. White flowers into spring.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6” x 18”

Red Bells Enkianthus

Springwood Pink Heath

Bell shaped flower with red tip progressively
becoming more creamy in color as you get away
from the tip. Blooms early summer. Good plant for
naturalization. Slow-growing, rounded shrub.

Low spreading, creeping. Pink flowers late winter to
early spring

Enkianthus campanulatus ‘Red Bells’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-8’ x 5-8’

Erica carnea ‘Springwood Pink’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 20”
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Dwarf Burning Bush

Gold Tide® Forsythia

Fall color is what sells this plant. A brilliant red
color adorns this plant for several weeks in the fall.
Recently this plant has been labeled as an invasive
species by some groups.

Great ground cover, good for mass planting. Fast
grower. Gold flowers in early spring.

Euonymus alatus ‘Compactus’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8’ x 10’, if left unpruned

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 3-4’

Emerald and Gold Wintercreeper

Lynwood Forsythia

This plant has foliage similar to ‘Emerald Gaiety’
except that the leaf margin is gold instead of white.
The entire leaf will have a pink to red cast during
cooler months of the year. Will not climb as well as
‘Emerald Gaiety’.

I have seen this plant start showing color in late
February and continue flowering for nearly a month.
Most nurserymen in this country mistakenly call
this plant ‘Lynwood Gold’. Big yellow flowers up and
down the stem. Upright, spreading habit.

Euonymus fortunei ‘Emerald and Gold’

Forsythia x intermedia ‘Lynwood’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 4’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 4-6’

Emerald Gaiety Wintercreeper

Blue Shadow Fothergilla

The desirable trait of this plant is its colorful foliage.
Small leaves are deep green in the center with a
creamy white margin. White margin will have a
pink tinge in the winter months. Will climb if with
support.

Upright habit. White, bottlebrush type flowers are
honey scented. Blue foliage color turns red during
the fall. Finally a blue foliaged Fothergilla that grows
vigorously.

Euonymus fortunei ‘Emerald Gaiety’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 4’

Fothergilla major ‘Blue Shadow’
PP15490

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 6’

Golden Euonymus

Dwarf Fothergilla

This plant has shiny green leaves with wide,
irregular bright gold margins. As with all broad leaf
evergreen I would plant this out of the wind in some
shade. Can be used as a hedge or individual specimen.

Great in 3 seasons. Low, dense bushy shrub. Fragrant
white flowers in spring.

Euonymus japonicus ‘Aureo-marginatus’
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Forsythia x ‘Courtasol’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 3’

Fothergilla gardenii

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 4-5’

Manhattan Euonymus

Mount Airy Fothergilla

Once again, use this plant in an area with part sun,
part shade, out of the wind. In severe winters, leaves
may burn but will quickly grow back once spring
arrives. Rounded, evergreen.

Upright rounded shrub. White fragrant small bottle
brush shaped appearing before leaves lasting about
10 days. Great and consistent fall color (yellow,
orange, red).

Euonymus kiautschovicus ‘Manhattan’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

Fothergilla gardenii ‘Mount Airy’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3’

Moonshadow Wintercreeper

Berry Cascade™ Wintergreen

A sport of ‘Sunspot’ Euonymus with light yellow
leaves and green margins. I can’t see a lot of
difference between this plant and ‘Blondy’! Dense,
compact evergreen shrub.

Improved form with berries running the entire
length of the stem, creating an outstanding display.
Small pinkish-white, drooping, waxy, bell shaped
flowers.

Euonymus fortunei ‘Moonshadow’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 1-2’

Gaultheria procumbens Berry Cascade™

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6” x 10-12”

Silver King Euonymus

Creeping Wintergreen

This plant has glossy green leaves with creamy
white to silver white irregular margins. Can be used
in the same way as Golden Euonymus. Upright, fast
growing.

Creeping wintergreen has glossy green leaves during
the growing season, but turn reddish/purple in cold.
Fruit appears from July on through the growing
season. When crushed the leaves and fruit exude a
wintergreen fragrance.

Euonymus japonicus ‘Silver King’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 4’

Four Seasons Nursery

Gaultheria procumbens

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6” x 18”

Daum Good Plants!

Common Witchhazel
Hamamelis virginiana

Rounded vase shaped. Fragrant yellow flowers
appear in the fall, sometimes as the fall color is
appearing. Good plant for a naturalized situation.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’ x 10-15’

French Cabaret™ Red Rose of
Sharon

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mindour 1’ PP30101
Clusters of three to five richly saturated red double
flowers that resemble carnations. Deep red flower
buds open to 2” diameter pompom flowers.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-8’ x 4-7’

Vernal Witchhazel

Hawaii™ Rose of Sharon

Multi-stemmed, dense, rounded shrub. Yellow,
orange or red fragrant flowers appear in early spring,
lasting 4-6 weeks. This plant is very adaptable and
can grow in full sun to 3/4 shade. Great gold fall
color lasting 2-3 weeks.

Large showy blossoms are a lovely blue accentuated
with a red-purple heart. A more intermediate sized
Rose of Sharon. A First Editions® introduction.

Hamamelis vernalis

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-10’ x 10’

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minsygrbl1’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-8’ x 4-7’

Bali™ Rose of Sharon

Lavender Chiffon® Rose of Sharon

Semi-double pure white flowers are highlighted
with a bold purple-red center. A First Editions®
introduction.

Large single lavender flowers with a lacy center late
summer.

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minfren’ PPAF
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-8’ x 4-7’

Blue Chiffon® Rose of Sharon
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Notwoodthree’
PP20574

Large, blue flowers late summer. Each is adorned
with a lacy center to create an anemone-like bloom.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Notwoodone’ PP12619
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

Lucy Rose of Sharon
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Lucy’

3-5” masses of double reddish fuchsia flowers in
summer.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 6-8’

Blue Satin® Rose of Sharon

Minerva Rose of Sharon

Large single rich royal blue. Superior to ‘Blue Bird’
as it is a much stronger grower.

Single lavender with red eye.

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Marina’ PP12680
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 6-10’

Diana Rose of Sharon
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Diana’
Single pure white flower.

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minerva’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

Pink Chiffon® Rose of Sharon
Hibiscus syriacus ‘JWNWOOD4’
PP24336
Large, soft pink flowers in late summer.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

French Cabaret™ Blush Rose of
Sharon

Red Heart Rose of Sharon

Dark pink flower buds open to a delicate blush
pink with shades of white. Double flowers in large
pompoms. Compact habit.

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mindoub1’ PP27840

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Red Heart’

Large single white flower with a red eye.

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-8’ x 4-7’
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Tahiti™ Rose of Sharon

Alice Oakleaf Hydrangea

Produces semi-double deep pink-purple flowers
that are accentuated with a deep red center. A First
Editions® introduction.

Rounded habit. Large white panicles to 12” long in
mid summer. Burgundy fall color.

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mineru’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-8’ x 4-7’

White Chiffon® Rose of Sharon
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Notwoodtwo’
PP12612

Crisp white flowers with a fluffy center in late
summer.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

Woodbridge Rose of Sharon
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Woodbridge’

Single clear rose-pink flower with red eye.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 4-6’

Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Alice’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-8’ x 5-8’

Annabelle Hydrangea

Hydrangea arborescens ‘Annabelle’

Low growing rounded shrub with huge, rounded
flowers in summer.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3-5’

BloomStruck® Bigleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘PIIHM-II’
PP25566

Vivid rose-pink or purple hydrangea flower heads
depending on soil pH. Beautiful red-purple stems,
dark green leaves with red petioles and red veins.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 4-5’

Blue Billow Sawtooth Hydrangea

Many of the hydrangea that I have listed,
flower on year old wood. Therefore in
20 pruning them you may cut off some of the
flower buds. Another problem with these
hydrangea is in an extremely cold winter
much of that year’s old wood with the
flower buds on it is killed back to hardy
older portions of the plant. This again
decreasing the number of flower buds
on the plant. There are two varieties of
hydrangea that seem to get around this
problem by flowering on current season
growth. They are ‘Endless Summer’ and
‘Penny Mac’. We know that ‘Endless
Summer’ is a proven winner and by next
summer we should know if ‘Penny Mac’
will be as successful. Another aspect of
the production and merchandising of
hydrangeas that we should not forget is
the P.H. factor. Alkaline soil, produced
by adding lime to the soil induces pink
flowers, while acid soils produced by adding
aluminum sulfate to the soil produce blue
flowers. The P.H. factor has no effect on
white flowering varieties.

Four Seasons Nursery
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Hydrangea serrata ‘Blue Billow’
Large blue flowers which age to pink.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 5-6’

Blue Wave Bigleaf Hydrangea

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Blue Wave’

Lacecap type pink or blue flowers bloom on old wood.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-5’

Blushing Bride Bigleaf Hydrangea

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Blushing Bride’
PP17169

Pure white semi-double florets, which mature to
blush pink or blue, depending on soil pH. Part of the
Endless Summer® line.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-6’ x 3-6’

Bobo® Panicle Hydrangea

Hydrangea paniculata ‘ILVOBO’
PP22782

Dwarf Hydrangea that is sure to turn heads. One of
our favorites. Large white flowers in summer.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 3-4’

Cherry Explosion Bigleaf Hydrangea

Fire and Ice Panicle Hydrangea

Incredibly large, bright, cherry red florets. A lacecap
variety that is very unique and different from other
Hydrangeas on the market.

Blooms open cream then gradually changes to a rich
shade of cotton candy pink.

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘McKay’
PP28757
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Cityline® Paris Bigleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Paris Rapa’

Compact with intense red flowers maturing to an
attractive green. Requires no pruning.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 1-3’

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Wim’s Red’
PP26005
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-6’ x 3-4’

Fire Light Tidbit® Panicle Hydrangea
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMNHPK’
PP32512

A dwarf hydrangea with a lower, mounded habit.
The late-season blooms emerge a bright lime green,
transition to white, and quickly take on pink hues.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 3’

Cityline® Rio Bigleaf Hydrangea

Incrediball® Hydrangea

Early bloomer with strong blue to purple flowers.

An improved version of the garden classic ‘Annabelle’
but with strong, sturdy stems that do not flop over
and extra-large blooms.

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Ragra’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Cityline® Venice Bigleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Venice Raven’

Sturdy stems for this maintenance free pH dependent
hydrangea.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-3’ x 1-3’

Hydrangea arborescens ‘Abetwo’ PP20571
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Invincibelle Limetta® Hydrangea
Hydrangea arborescens ‘NCHA8’
PP30431

Strong stems hold blooms upright all season, and
a dwarf, rounded habit. Lime green flowers appear
early summer. They lighten to a soft green-white
before turning jade green.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Climbing Hydrangea

Hydrangea anomala petiolaris

Climbs without any support. Masses of white, lacecap flowers appear beginning early summer.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: Climbing to 20’+

Invincibelle Mini Mauvette®
Hydrangea

Hydrangea arborescens ‘NCHA7’
PP30358

Flowers are a deep pink-mauve and held up on
strong, sturdy stems that do not flop.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 30-36”

Endless Summer® The Original
Bigleaf Hydrangea

Invincibelle Wee White® Hydrangea

A Bailey Nursery introduction. It blooms on both
current and old wood and if the spent flowers are
removed it will bloom from June until the frost. Blue
in acid spoil. Pink in alkaline soils.

The first dwarf ‘Annabelle’ type hydrangea in the
world! Flowers emerges a soft, blush pink before
changing to white and held on strong stems.

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Bailmer’ PP15298

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-5’

Hydrangea arborescens ‘NCHA5’
PP30296
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-30” x 12-30”

Flare™ Panicle Hydrangea

Invincibelle® Ruby Hydrangea

Lacy white panicles of lava-like blooms quickly
change in color from white to red. Compact habit.

Dark burgundy red flower buds open to a two-toned
combination of bright ruby red and silvery pink.

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Kolmavesu’
PP26928
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Hydrangea arborescens ‘NCHA3’
PP28317
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 2-3’
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Kimono™ Bigleaf Hydrangea

Little Lime® Panicle Hydrangea

Compact form. Two-tone red flowers that continue to
bloom all season.

Considered a dwarf of ‘Limelight’ as it grows about
one-third the size of its parent. Same flower type and
appearance but overall more compact. Great for tight
spots in your garden.

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Hokomareki’
PPAF
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-4’ x 3-5’

Let’s Dance® Moonlight Bigleaf
Hydrangea

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Robert’ PP20020

A strong rebloomer with large, rich colored mophead
flowers. Flower color is pH dependent. Gets a good
bronze fall color.

Little Quick Fire® Panicle
Hydrangea
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMHPLQF’ PP25136

Dwarf form of the popular Quick Fire®. Flowers
about a month before other hydrangeas. White
flowers transform to pink-red as summer progresses.

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-5’

Let’s Dance® Starlight Bigleaf
Hydrangea

Moonrock™ Panicle Hydrangea

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Lynn’ PP20019
An excellent reblooming lace-cap. The massive
blooms are pH dependent (pink or blue). They are
held on strong stems.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Lime Rickey® Hydrangea

Hydrangea arborescens ‘SMNHALR’
PP28858
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Jane’ PP22330

Large, disc-like blooms. The flowers start out a fresh
green and age to rich jade, all accented with pink
pollen for a unique accent.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Kolmakilima’

Part of the Bloomin’ Easy® program. Creamy white
blooms emerge with an intense lime-green center.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

Munchkin Oakleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Munchkin’

Its compact plant form and large, upright
inflorescences make it particularly suited for use in
small residential landscapes. Exceptionally large
flowers begin white, turn pink. Compact and dense,
nice fall color.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Limelight Panicle Hydrangea
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Limelight’
PP12874

Upright round shrub. Exceptional bright lime green
blossoms. Blooms several weeks before ‘Pee Gee’ and
lasts well into fall. As flowers mature they turn a rich
dark pink.

Nantucket Blue™ Bigleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Grenan’

Great new rebloomer that blooms repeatedly during
the growing season.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Limelight Prime® Panicle
Hydrangea
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMNHPPH’ PP32511
Blooms much earlier, creating a longer display than
‘Limelight’. As the green blooms age, they develop
pink and red tones that are far more vivid. Blooms
are borne on stronger stems.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-5’

Little Hottie® Panicle Hydrangea
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Bailpanone’
PP32549

A new compact introduction, has very full flower
heads with florets that emerge green and turn
sparkling white. Good heat tolerance. First Editions®
introduction.
EXPOSURE: Full sun to part shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-5’
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Nikko Blue Bigleaf Hydrangea

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Nikko Blue’

Large blue hydrangea in acid soil. Has been the
standard by which other blue hydrangea have been
compared to in the past.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

Pee Wee Oakleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Pee Wee’

This is my favorite Oak Leaf Hydrangea. It is much
more refined than the other oak leafs. Its red wine fall
color is outstanding. White flowers in mid summer.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Phantom Panicle Hydrangea
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Phantom’

The largest flower heads of any of its species - up
to 15” long. Blooms unfold midsummer as a creamy
white, then mature to a blushing, soft pink.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Strawberry Sundae® Panicle
Hydrangea

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Rensun’ PP25438
Compact hydrangea. Flowers emerge creamy white
in mid-summer, change to pink as night temperatures
drop. Good for smaller spaces. A First Editions®
variety.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3-4’

Pinky Winky® Panicle Hydrangea

Summer Crush® Bigleaf Hydrangea

Flowers heads are 12-16” long, two toned that
emerge white and turn pink with age. A stunning
hydrangea.

An Endless Summer® introduction. A profusion of
big raspberry red or neon purple blooms. Compact
habit is ideal for container growing.

Hydrangea paniculata ‘DVP PINKY’
PP16166

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Bailmacfive’
PP30359

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 8-9’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-36” x 18-36”

Quick Fire Fab® Panicle Hydrangea

Tiny Tuff Stuff™ Hydrangea

A mophead panicle hydrangea. As the blooms age,
they turn blush pink, then bright pink, then red, from
the bottom up.

Extremely bud-hardy, each year it produces abundant
lacecap flowers comprised of doubled sepals. It is a
rebloomer. Flower color may range from blue to pink
to white

Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMNHPM’
PP32513

Hydrangea serrata ‘MAKD’ PP24842

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 5-6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 18-24”

Quick Fire® Panicle Hydrangea

Tuff Stuff Ah-Ha® Hydrangea

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Bulk’ PP16812

Showy white flowers. Similar to ‘Pee Gee’ but bloom
later. Flowers turn pink in mid to late August.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Hydrangea serrata ‘SMNHSDD’
PP29832

Creates new flower buds all summer long. Double
florets look like pink or blue waterlilies. Blooms to
frost.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Ruby Slippers Oakleaf Hydrangea

Tuff Stuff™ Hydrangea

Its compact form and dense plant habit make it
ideally suited for use in small residential landscapes.
Blooms open white and age to pink in summer.
Compact and dense, nice fall color.

Sturdy lacecap blooms will be bright pink or deep
purple-blue, depending on soil pH. Rebloomer.
Blooms on old and new wood.

Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Ruby Slippers’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4-5’

Snow Queen Oakleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Snow Queen’

Upright, somewhat coarse branching. Large, white,
well-filled flower heads are held on rigid stems and
do not droop.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 5-6’

Snowflake Oakleaf Hydrangea
Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Brido’

Graceful weeping habit. Huge pendulous double
white flowers to 12-15”. Good fall color.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

Hydrangea serrata ‘MAK20’ PP24820
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Tuff Stuff™ Red Hydrangea

Hydrangea serrata ‘SMNMAKTSR’
PP28672

Large, lacecap flowers are a deep pink-red color
which is set off by lustrous, deep green foliage.
Blooms on both old and new wood.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Twist-n-Shout® Bigleaf Hydrangea

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘PIIHM-I’ PP20176
The flower color is pH dependent. Fall color is
excellent and really sets off the color of any
remaining blooms. It will bloom on the first year
wood, so pruning is not an issue. Part of the Endless
Summer® line.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-4’
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Vanilla Strawberry™ Panicle
Hydrangea

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Renhy’ PP20670

The enormous flower panicles are a blend of vanilla
and strawberry that are held on red stems. The
flowers then began to turn a fabulous combination of
white and pink with cooler night temperatures.

Blue Prince Holly

Ilex x meserveae ‘Blue Prince’

Broad-upright. Bushy pollinator for female form of
the blue hollies.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12’ x 8’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-7’ x 5-6’

Variegated Bigleaf Hydrangea

Blue Princess Holly

Creamy white and green foliage. Will not flower as a
young plant, but as it becomes a more mature plant it
produces lavender to purple flowers.

Upright. Spreading, bushy not nearly as vertical as
‘Blue Maid’. Good foliage. Compact red fruit.

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Variegata’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-6’ x 3-6’

Violet Crown Bigleaf Hydrangea

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘SAXWHIMAR’
PP27112
Dazzling lime green and violet blooms edged in
white that really pops against the rich green foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12’ x 9’

China Boy® Holly

Ilex x meserveae ‘Mesdob’

Pollinator for ‘China Girl’. Good heat tolerance.
Rounded. Good vigorous grower. Dark green foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10’ x 10’

Zebra Bigleaf Hydrangea

China Girl® Holly

Green flowers turn to white and measure 3” tall and
5” wide, and bloom all summer. The contrasting
near-black stems provide a striking combination.

Rounded Not as vigorous as ‘China Boy’. Foliage
color not as dark green. Good red fruit set most
years. Heat tolerant.

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Zebra’ PP18688
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Ilex x meserveae ‘Blue Princess’

Ilex x meserveae ‘Mesog’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10’ x 10’

Hidcote St. John’s Wort

Gem Box® Inkberry Holly

Mounding shrub. Brilliant golden yellow cup shaped
flowers.

Dwarf evergreen looks more like a boxwood than
an inkberry. A dense, ball-shaped plant. Has small,
dainty, dark green leaves with attractive red tips on
new growth.

Hypericum x ‘Hidcote’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-4’ H x 2-4’ W

Pumpkin St. John’s wort
Hypericum ‘Kolmapuki’

A First Editions® introduction. Covered with yellow
flowers in spring, followed by clusters of glowing
orange berries each fall. Berries are great in floral
arrangements.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 30-36”

Blue Maid Holly

Ilex x meserveae ‘Blue Maid’

Pyramidal growth. Vigorous growth. Considered
most hardy of all the blue hollies.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12’ x 8’

Four Seasons Nursery
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Ilex glabra ‘SMNIGAB17’ PP27554

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Ilex crenata, more commonly known as
Japanese holly, is a group of broad-leaf
evergreens that in our northern climates,
should be planted in protected areas away
from winter winds and direct winter sun. If
at all possible they should be planted before
September 1, so the plant can establish itself
before winter. Several application of a antidesiccant would be helpful in avoiding winter
injury to these plants. As you may have noticed
I have designated some as zone 5 plants and
others as zones 5-6. The special measures I
mentioned above especially apply to those
plants designated as zones 5-6 plants.

Mays Compact Japanese Holly
Ilex crenata ‘Compacta Mays’
Compact flat topped. Flat glossy leaf.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 5’

Red Beauty® Holly

Ilex x ‘Rutzan’ PP14750

Red berries combine with dark green foliage to create
an annual spectacle. Dense, upright, conical form.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 7-10’ x 4-5’

Green Luster Japanese Holly

Satyr Hill American Holly

Somewhat coarse grower. Lustrous dark green
foliage.

A female holly with a compact, pyramidal upright
habit.

Ilex crenata ‘Green Luster’

Ilex opaca ‘Satyr Hill’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-40’ x 15-25’

Heller’s Japanese Holly

Shamrock Holly

Dwarf mounded layered look.

In my opinion this plant is overrated. It has a much
smaller leaf and is more upright than the other
varieties. It seems to have less foliage at the base
of the plant and just doesn’t seem as full. Compact,
rounded habit.

Ilex crenata ‘Helleri’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 6’

Ilex glabra ‘Shamrock’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 5’ x 3’

Honey Maid Holly

Sky Pencil Japanese Holly

Upright, rounded. Golden yellow and creamy foliage.

Narrow, upright growth habit.

Ilex x meserveae ‘Honey Maid’ PP12060

Ilex crenata ‘Sky Pencil’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 5’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10’ x 3’

Hoogendorn Japanese Holly

Soft Touch Japanese Holly

Low growing, densely branched, compact evergreen
shrub with handsome, flattened, dark green foliage.
Does not produce berries.

Very fine textured plant. Small compact globe shaped
with glossy dark green foliage.

Ilex crenata ‘Hoogendorn’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 3’

Ilex crenata ‘Soft Touch’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Jersey Princess American Holly

Steeds Japanese Holly

The abundant red berries and dark glossy foliage are
a thrilling sight in winter. Dense, pyramid habit.

Densely branched evergreen shrub with an attractive
upright, pyramidal form. Lustrous, dark green
foliage.

Ilex opaca ‘Jersey Princess’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-30’ x 12-15’

Ilex crenata ‘Steeds’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 4’
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Strongbox® Inkberry Holly

lex glabra ‘ILEXFARROWTRACEY’
PP30147

Naturally mounded shape and evergreen. Resistant to
disease, pests and winter burn. Lush, dense foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Winter Bounty Holly
Ilex x ‘Winter Bounty’

This evergreen holly has bold, glossy foliage and
heavy red berry set. Another introduction from
the great Elwin Orton. Performs best if planted in
dappled sun or light shade.
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 14’ x 6’

Junipers as a whole should be planted
in full sun and well drained soil.
They can withstand dry conditions
much better than wet if conditions
are favorable. They are susceptible
to some diseases such as twig blight,
cedar-apple rust, and wilt. Insects that
may be a problem are spider mites,
bagworm and juniper aphids. None of
these problems are of the magnitude
to limit their use.

Jim Dandy Winterberry

Blue Pacific Juniper

Compact grower. Male pollinator for ‘Berry Nice’ and
‘Red Sprite’.

Low, trailing habit. Silver-blue foliage.

Ilex verticillata ‘Jim Dandy’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-6’ x 3-6’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 4’

Red Sprite Winterberry

Gold Lace Juniper

Compact, rounded habit. Glossy foliage and bright
red fruits. Use ‘Jim Dandy’ as a pollinator.

Compact pfitzer-like habit. Foliage is the best gold of
all the gold junipers.

Ilex verticillata ‘Red Sprite’
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Juniperus conferta ‘Blue Pacific’

Juniperus chinensis ‘Gold Lace’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 6’

Southern Gentleman Winterberry

Gray Owl Juniper

Male holly with dense, rich green foliage on an
upright, rounded form. Male pollinator for ‘Winter
Red’.

Thread-like silvery blue-gray needles makes a great
statement in any landscape. Spreading, mounding
habit.

Ilex verticillata ‘Southern Gentleman’

Juniperus virginiana ‘Gray Owl’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-9’ x 6-9’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 4-6’

Winter Red Winterberry

Nick’s Compact Juniper

Small white blooms produce bright red fruit in fall,
providing vivid winter color on bare stems. Multistemmed, erect shrub.

Flat topped, wide spreading. Just like ‘Pfitzer
Compacta’. Blue-green foliage.

Ilex verticillata ‘Winter Red’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 8’

Juniperus chinensis ‘Nick’s Compact’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 6’

Little Henry® Dwarf Sweetspire

Old Gold Juniper

Sweetly scented, pure white flowers mid summer.
Reddish purple Fall color. Good for naturalization
projects. Low, mounded habit.

Compact, spreading evergreen. Branch ends are
tipped yellow-gold.

Itea virginica ‘Sprich’

EXPOSURE: Sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 3’
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Juniperus chinensis ‘Old Gold’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 4-5’

Sargent’s Juniper

Juniperus chinensis ‘Sargentii’

Low, spreading habit. Blue-green foliage. One of the
best groundcover forms.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 4’

Sea Green Juniper

Juniperus chinensis ‘Sea Green’

Compact, spreader with fountain-like arching
branching. Foliage color mint green in summer, dark
green in winter.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 6-8’

Andorra Juniper

Juniperus horizontalis ‘Plumosa
Compacta’

Dense spreading, flat-topped habit. Greenish gray
foliage in summer, has a purple cast in winter.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 4’

Gone are the days when the nursery industry
could only provide mountain laurel that was
collected from the wild. Today we have mountain
laurel that produce flowers in colors ranging from
white to deep pink to banded. Some have leaves
that are much like those of the native mountain
laurel, while others have a much smaller leaf
giving the plant a fine textured look. Some grow
large, some stay small. Something for everyone.
The hardiness zone of mountain laurel is 4 or 5
depending on who you talk to. Mountain Laurel
should be planted in areas that are well drained
and somewhat out of the wind. Ideally they should
be placed in a partially shaded area. Heavy shade
will result in plants that produce less flowers.
Elf Mountain Laurel
Kalmia latifolia ‘Elf ’

Light pink in bud. Flower pure white, little leaf and
slow growing.
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Bar Harbor Juniper

Firecracker Mountain Laurel

Low growing, creeping habit. Blue-green turning
more purple in winter. Good for planting where salt
spray is a problem.

Deep, bright red flower buds open to a light pink.
The foliage is deep green and glossy. Compact habit.

Juniperus horizontalis ‘Bar Harbor’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1’ x 6’

Kalmia latifolia ‘Firecracker’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 2’

Blue Rug Juniper

Keepsake Mountain Laurel

Fast growing, creeping groundcover. Silver-blue in
summer. Light purplish tinge in winter.

Raspberry red buds opening to deep cinnamon red
flowers with bright-white edges.

Juniperus horizontalis ‘Wiltoni’

Kalmia latifolia ‘Keepsake’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6” x 6-8’

EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4.5’ x 4.5’

Blue Star Juniper

Little Linda Mountain Laurel

Slow growing rounded squat plant. Has an
interesting, irregular growth habit. Blue-silver
foliage.

Red in bud. Flower opens white and then goes pink
with age. A little leaf selection.

Juniperus squamata ‘Blue Star’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Kalmia latifolia ‘Little Linda’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4.5’ x 4.5’

Japanese Garden Juniper

Madeline Mountain Laurel

Creeping, mounding habit. Blue-green foliage in
summer, slightly purplish in winter.

This is a truly double-flowered selection discovered
in New Zealand. Its buds are pink, with the hose in
hose flowers opening white with a pink flush.

Juniperus procumbens ‘Nana’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 8’

Kalmia latifolia ‘Madeline’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 4’
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Minuet Mountain Laurel

Tinkerbell Mountain Laurel

Little leaf selection, pink in bud with bright
cinnamon-maroon band flowers.

Excellent substitute for ‘Tiddlywinks’. Deeper pink
and longer lasting flowers.

Kalmia latifolia ‘Minuet’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 30”

EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

Olympic Fire Mountain Laurel

Golden Guinea Japanese Kerria

Red buds to large pink flowers.

Rich green foliage, graceful delicate shrub. Large
golden single flowers, spreading. Early spring. A
repeat bloomer.

Kalmia latifolia ‘Olympic Fire’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4.5’ x 4’

Kerria japonica ‘Golden Guinea’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-5’ x 3-5’

Peppermint Mountain Laurel
Kalmia latifolia ‘Peppermint’

White flower with red center and candy stripes that
radiate outward like spokes of a wheel.
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3.5’

Blush™ Black Diamond® Crape
Myrtle
Lagerstroemia hybrid ‘Ebony Glow’

Rich foliage that is dark red to purple-black, holding
its color all summer long. Light pink blooms in
summer.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12’ x 8’

Pristine Mountain Laurel
Kalmia latifolia ‘Pristine’

Pure white flower, dark green foliage.
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Kalmia latifolia ‘Tinkerbell’

EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Crimson Red Black Diamond®
Crape Myrtle
Lagerstroemia hybrid ‘Ebony Fire’

Rich red flowers, in large, showy clusters at the end
of every branch, against dark foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12’ x 8’

Raspberry Glow Mountain Laurel

Pink Velour® Crape Myrtle

Burgundy red buds open to raspberry pink flowers.

Multi stemmed, small tree. Very vibrant fuchsia-pink
color in mid summer.

Kalmia latifolia ‘Raspberry Glow’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Lagerstroemia indica ‘Whit III’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -5° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’ x 15’

Sarah Mountain Laurel
Kalmia latifolia ‘Sarah’

Best red flower of our Mountain Laurel collection.
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Shell Pink™ Black Diamond® Crape
Myrtle
Lagerstroemia hybrid ‘1LI’ PP28065

Small tree with vibrant dark-red leaves with brilliant
coral pink flowers
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12’ x 8’

Tiddlywinks Mountain Laurel

Victor Crape Myrtle

Little leaf selection with pink buds opening to soft
pink flowers.

Compact, dwarf. Dark red flowers.

Kalmia latifolia ‘Tiddlywinks’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Four Seasons Nursery
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Lagerstroemia indica ‘Victor’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-6’ x 3-6’

Coast Leucothoe

Lennei Saucer Magnolia

Compact, spreading habit. White flowers appear in
leaf axils in mid spring. Deer resistant. Plum purple
winter color.

Deciduous flowering tree. Deep purple with white
insides, large. It is the most commonly grown
deciduous magnolia.

Leucothoe axillaris

Magnolia x soulangiana ‘Lennei’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 3-6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20’ x 20’

Girard’s Rainbow Drooping
Leucothoe

Leonard Messel Magnolia

Leucothoe fontanesiana ‘Rainbow’

Low, graceful arching. New foliage is tricolor (white,
pink and copper). Plum purple winter color.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 6’

Magnolia x loebneri ‘Leonard Messel’

Handsome small tree with a multi-stemmed habit.
Flowers are somewhat fragrant and appear in early
spring. The strap like petals are pink with a blushed
out pink combination.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-15’ x 12’

Scarletta® Leucothoe

Royal Star Magnolia

The outstanding attribute of this plant is the foliage.
It flushes scarlet then turns green as it matures
finally turns burgundy red for the fall and winter.
More compact than L. axillaris. White bell shaped
flowers mid summer.

Upright, rounded habit. Pink buds unfold to pure
white. High petal count of 25-30 per flower. A
superior, vigorous selection of the straight species.
Great tree for the small landscape.

Leucothoe fontanesiana ‘Zeblid’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 4’

Magnolia stellata ‘Royal Star’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15’ x 15’

California Privet

Susan Saucer Magnolia

Very fragrant white flowers early summer. Good
plant for hedges, screens.

Primarily noted for its compact shrubby habit,
fragrant fuchsia flowers and late bloom.

Ligustrum ovalifolium

Magnolia x soulangiana ‘Susan’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-15’ x 10-15’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12’ x 8-12’

Golden Ticket® Privet

Sweetbay Magnolia

Glossy foliage emerges bright yellow and ages to
chartreuse. Fragrant white flowers in summer. Noninvasive.

Multi-stemmed, upright, spreading habit. Creamy
white, lemon scented flowers in early summer. Will
tolerate shade and does well in wet, even swampy soil
types. Requires acidic soil.

Ligustrum x vicaryi ‘NCLX1’ PP27301
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

Magnolia virginiana

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-20’ x 10’

Ann Magnolia

Celtic Pride® Siberian Cypress

Multi branched large shrub or small tree. Deep
purplish-red flowers mid spring. Typically flowers
mid spring which makes it less apt to late frosts.

Hardy, low growing evergreen for sun or shade, but
the species is often plagued with tip die-back. This
new selection solves that as it has superior disease
resistance and winter color.

Magnolia x ‘Ann’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12’ x 10-12’

Microbiota decussata ‘Prides’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-3’ x 4-5’

Edith Bogue Southern Magnolia

Northern Bayberry

Tight, pyramidal evergreen tree. Large creamy
white flowers are 8-12” and very fragrant. Blooms
sporadically from late spring to fall.

Plant is extremely adaptable. Can grow in full to 1/2
shade; in sandy or clay soils; can withstand salt spray
either from the ocean or snow melting chemicals.
Deciduous to semi-evergreen. Upright rounded dense
shrub.

Magnolia grandiflora ‘Edith Bogue’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30’ x 15’

Myrica pensylvanica

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-10’ x 5-10’
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Fire Power Nandina

Nandina domestica ‘Fire Power’

Dwarf and compact evergreen with tightly
branched foliage. Fall and winter color outstanding.
Fluorescent glowing red.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 2’

Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Mindia’
PP16371

A new hybrid between ‘Dart’s Gold’ and ‘Diabolo’
that flushes an attractive copper in spring and
transforms to a rich red in summer.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Gulf Stream Nandina

Nandina domestica ‘Gulf Stream’

Forms a large, dense, compact mound with excellent
red fall and winter color. In colder climates, it will
completely defoliate towards the end of winter.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 24-30”

Little Devil™ Ninebark
Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Donna May’ PP22634

Introduction from First Editions®, this compact
ninebark has great deep burgundy foliage. Whitepink flowers appear in June and are a great contrast
to the foliage. Outstanding selection for a small urban
garden.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Goshiki False Holly

Red Baron Ninebark

Dense growing, pyramidal shaped evergreen. Holly
like with heavy doses of gold flecked variegation that
turns cream as the leaves age.

Upright shrub with emerging dark red foliage that
matures to deep burgundy-black. Pinkish-white
flowers in late spring.

Osmanthus heterophyllus ‘Goshiki’

Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Red Baron’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 6-8’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Gulftide False Holly

Summer Wine® Ninebark

An upright growth habit grows in thick and lush.
Young green foliage resembles spiny Holly leaves. As
they leaves age, the spines become less prominent.

Somewhat rounded, compact shrub. Dark crimson
red leaves similar in color to the leaves of ‘Crimson
King’ Maple. Leaves are deeply cut and have a
distinct serrated edge. Pinkish-white, button-like
flowers in mid summer.

Osmanthus heterophyllus ‘Gulftide’
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Coppertina® Ninebark

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-15’ x 5-6’

Party Lights™ Osmanthus

Osmanthus heterophyllus ‘sPg-3-021’

Produces an eye-catching spring display of
variegated pink, cream, and yellow foliage. Attractive,
compact habit in the landscape.
EXPOSURE: Full sun to part shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3’

Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Seward’ PP14821

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 4’

Tiny Wine® Ninebark

Physocarpus opulifolius ‘SMPOTW’
PP26749

Dwarf form that is smaller than others in the market.
White flowers in late spring all along the stems. Dark
bronze-maroon foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Boston Ivy

Bird’s Nest Spruce

Fast growing vigorous and deciduous vine.
Extremely hardy. Outstanding fall color.

Compact dense spreading plant with very
symmetrical growth habit. Most have a depression in
center of the plant, hence the common name.

Parthenocissus tricuspidata

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: Climbing to 30’+

Center Glow Ninebark

Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Center Glow’
PP16894

New leaves have an attractive glowing center of
golden yellow, before the leaf turns entirely red.
Pinkish-white flowers in late spring.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’
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Picea abies ‘Nidiformis’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-6’ x 3-6’

Dwarf Alberta Spruce
Picea glauca ‘Conica’

Very compact dense growth 2-4” per year; conical in
shape.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10’ x 12’ in 20 years.

Cavatine Japanese Pieris

Purity Japanese Pieris

Dwarf, compact, dense, mounding habit. White
flowers.

Large, white, slightly fragrant flowers, in clusters,
early spring. Leaves emerge bronze, maturing to deep
green.

Pieris japonica ‘Cavatine’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

Pieris japonica ‘Purity’

EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Dorothy Wykoff Japanese Pieris

Scarlet O’Hara Japanese Pieris

Dark red flowers buds open to pure white flowers
held by red bracts. Very showy fall, winter and early
spring. Deep green with purplish green fall and
winter color.

Upright, rounded habit. Flowers profusely at an early
age. New growth is pink.

Pieris japonica ‘Dorothy Wykoff ’

EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 4-5’

Pieris japonica ‘Scarlet O’Hara’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 4-5’

Flaming Silver Japanese Pieris

Valley Valentine Japanese Pieris

Compact growth with silver-edged, green leaves.
New growth is pink. White flowers in early spring.

Maroon buds open to reddish pink flowers. These are
some of the reddest Pieris flowers I have seen. It’s a
show stopper.

Pieris japonica ‘Flaming Silver’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 5’

Pieris japonica ‘Valley Valentine’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Katsura Japanese Pieris

Pumilio Mugo Pine

Boasts large, glossy, evergreen leaves with eye
catching wine-red new growth. The rose colored
flowers appear in the spring and are long lasting.

Somewhat variable in size because propagated from
seed. Fairly uniform compact growth because of
‘Pumilio’ seed source.

Pieris japonica ‘Katsura’ PP15452

Pinus mugho ‘Pumilio’

EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: Variable size

Little Heath Japanese Pieris

Dakota Sunspot® Potentilla

Very compact habit. Yellowish green variegation in
mature leaves. New growth pink. White flowers.

Profuse vivid yellow flowers starting in June ending
with frost. We feel it is the best of the yellows.
Compact, spreading habit.

Pieris japonica ‘Little Heath’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

Mountain Fire Japanese Pieris
Pieris japonica ‘Mountain Fire’

One of the most popular Pieris cultivars that we
grow. Slightly smaller than other cultivars. Upright,
rounded habit. Pink in bud, white in bloom. New
growth is fire red.
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 3-5’

Potentilla fruticosa ‘Fargo’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 3’

Mandarin Tango® Potentilla

Potentilla fruticosa ‘Jefman’ PP29830

1” single flowers in a nice shade of orange with a
hint of red. Rounded habit with lovely green leaves.
First Editions® introduction.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Prelude Japanese Pieris

Marmalade® Potentilla

Dwarf selection that flowers later than other forms.
Clusters of white flowers appear in spring. New
leaves are pinkish, maturing to green.

Double flowered form with blooms in an intense
shade of orange. Blooms early summer through fall.
Tight habit with dark green foliage. First Editions®
introduction.

Pieris japonica ‘Prelude’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 30”

Potentilla fruticosa ‘Jefmarm’ PP31663

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’
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McKay’s White Potentilla

Anah Kruschke Rhododendron

Creamy white blossoms. No seed heads. Mounded
habit.

Upright, rounded habit. Reddish purple almost
iridescent bloom. Late mid-season. Will tolerate
some sun.

Potentilla fruticosa ‘McKay’s White’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 4’

Pink Beauty Potentilla

Barmstedt Rhododendron

Clear pink semi-double flowers. The color will fade
when nights are exceptionally warm. Nice globe
shape.

Compact, neat habit. Purplish-pink picotee-edged
blooms. New growth has silvery indumentums.

Potentilla fruticosa ‘Pink Beauty’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 3-4’

Rhododendron ‘Barmstedt’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Beach Plum

Boursault Rhododendron

Produces edible purple fruit that is used for jellies
and jams. This plant thrives along the coast from
Maine to Virginia. White flowers early summer.

Dense spreading habit. Blooms open purple and turn
rose-lilac with age.

Prunus maritima

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

Rhododendron ‘Boursault’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 6’

Pink Flowering Almond

Bubblegum Rhododendron

Upright vase shaped habit. Double pink flowers early
spring. Valued for its spectacular early season blooms.

Compact, rounded habit. Single pink flowers.

Prunus glandulosa ‘Rosea Plena’
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Rhododendron ‘Anah Kruschke’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 3-4’

Rhododendron ‘Bubblegum’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Sand Cherry

Catawbiense Album Rhododendron

Small pink fragrant flowers appear late spring.
Purplish-red foliage persists throughout the season.
Upright, oval habit.

Rounded habit. Pink in bud, white in flower.

Prunus x cistena

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 4-6’

After some deliberation I have decided to list our
collection of Rhododendrons in alphabetical order.
They could be listed many different ways but I
have decided that this would be the easiest way
for you to find the characteristics of a particular
variety. Any information that you give a customer
about rhododendron should also include facts
about the culture of the plant. Rhododendrons like
moist, well drained soil conditions in part shade
and away from winter winds. Placing them in
poorly drained soils and or full sun situations will
predispose them to insect and disease infestations.
Hardiness classifications for rhododendrons are
somewhat different than for other plants.

Four Seasons Nursery
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Rhododendron catawbiense ‘Album’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

Cherry Cheesecake Rhododendron

Rhododendron ‘Cherry Cheesecake’

Mounding habit. Pure white with red edges and red
splotches.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 5’

Chionoides Rhododendron
Rhododendron ‘Chionoides’

Low spreading habit. White flowers, late mid season.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 5’

Crete Rhododendron

Francesca Rhododendron

Low mounding habit. Buds purplish pink then
flowers mature to white.

Globe-shaped habit. Black red buds open to carmine
red flowers late midseason.

Rhododendron ‘Crete’

Rhododendron ‘Francesca’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 5’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

Cunningham’s White
Rhododendron

Hachmann’s Polaris Rhododendron

Rhododendron ‘Cunningham’s White’

Low, compact, very dense foliage. Pink in bud, white
bloom.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Rhododendron ‘Hachmann’s Polaris’

An abundance of ruffled, ruby pink flowers with soft
pink centers late midseason.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Edith Bosley Rhododendron

Henry’s Red Rhododendron

Rounded habit. Deep purple with purple-black
markings in midseason.

Deep red flowers on 12-15” trusses in midseason.
Extremely hardy with attractive foliage.

Rhododendron ‘Edith Bosley’

Rhododendron ‘Henry’s Red’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 5’

English Roseum Rhododendron

Holden Rhododendron

Vigorous yet compact. Heat tolerant. Pink flowers.

Broad, compact habit. Rose-red midseason.

Rhododendron ‘English Roseum’

Rhododendron ‘Holden’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 5’

Cannon’s Double Deciduous Azalea

Janet Blair Rhododendron

Stunning clusters of lightly-scented white trumpetshaped flowers with yellow throats and rose edges at
the ends of the branches in mid spring.

Dense well-branched glossy green, thick foliage.
Frilly light pink flowers midseason.

Rhododendron Exbury ‘Cannon’s Double’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 4’

Rhododendron ‘Janet Blair’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

Gibraltar Deciduous Azalea

Ken Janeck Rhododendron

Huge trusses of lightly scented, coppery-orange
flowers open from red-orange buds before the shrub’s
leaves appear.

Slow growing, dwarf and compact. Flowers open in
May to pale pink and mature pure white.

Rhododendron Exbury ‘Gibraltar’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4’

Rhododendron ‘Ken Janeck’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 4-5’

Florence Parks Rhododendron

Landmark Rhododendron

Globe-shaped habit. Deep purple flowers form a star
shaped whorl.

Upright habit. Dark pink to red flowers in early to
midseason.

Rhododendron ‘Florence Parks’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 6’

Rhododendron ‘Landmark’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3’

www.4seasonsnurserynj.com
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Melrose Flash Rhododendron

Purple Passion Rhododendron

This is a R. ‘Scintillation’ hybrid that’s very heat
tolerant. The flowers are pink with ivory on the
inside and with pink edges.

Vigorous dense and compact. One of the best purples
in our collection. Deep rich purple in late midseason.

Rhododendron ‘Melrose Flash’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 5’

Maximum Roseum Rhododendron

Rangoon Rhododendron

Loose and open if left unpruned. Branches very
prolifically if pruned. Light pink flower that blooms
after most other Rhododendrons.

Broad spreading habit. Not only are the dark red
flowers spectacular, but through out the fall and
winter, the flower buds are very showy with a tint of
red, highlighting the winter landscape.

Rhododendron ‘Maximum Roseum’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-10’ x 5-10’

Rhododendron ‘Rangoon’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 6’

Nova Zembla Rhododendron

Roseum Elegans Rhododendron

Somewhat open habit. Red-orange blooms late
midseason.

Upright, well branched habit. Lilac rose flowers late
midseason.

Rhododendron ‘Nova Zembla’

Rhododendron ‘Roseum Elegans’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 6’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 8’

Percy Wiseman Rhododendron

Roseum Pink Rhododendron

Rhododendron yakushimanum ‘Percy
Wiseman’
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Rhododendron ‘Purple Passion’

Compact habit. Peach yellow blossoms fading to soft
cream midseason.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Rhododendron ‘Roseum Pink’

More compact than ‘Roseum Elegans’. Pink flowers
late midseason.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 6’

PJM Elite Rhododendron

Scintillation Rhododendron

Most upright and vigorous of the PJM forms. Early
lavender pink flowers.

Broad, well branched habit. One of the most
attractive pink flowering rhododendron in our
collection. Blooms mid season with large pink flowers
with green and bronze markings.

Rhododendron ‘PJM Elite’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 5’

Rhododendron ‘Scintillation’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 5’

Polarnacht Rhododendron

Skookum Rhododendron

Mid to late season bloomer that produces frilly deep
dark purple blooms with spotted red throats. The
flowers are typically held in trusses of 12-14

Mounding habit with profuse red blooms.

Rhododendron ‘Polarnacht’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 6’

Rhododendron ‘Skookum’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Purple Gem Rhododendron

Vulcan’s Flame Rhododendron

Dwarf, low growing with small leaves. Purple-violet
in midseason. New foliage is blue-green. Bronzy
winter color.

Broad rounded. Much more compact than ‘Nova
Zembla’. Good branching. Cardinal red flowers
appear late mid season. Nicer plant than ‘Nova
Zembla’ but not as cold hardy.

Rhododendron ‘Purple Gem’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 3’

Four Seasons Nursery

Rhododendron ‘Vulcan’s Flame’

EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5’ x 6’
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Yaku Prince Rhododendron

The Fairy Rose

Blossoms open purplish pink and mature to pale pink
with darker blush markings. Silvery new growth.

Compact clumps of shiny, mid-green leaves. From
mid-summer to fall, double, seashell pink flowers are
borne freely on the plant.

Rhododendron ‘Yaku Prince’
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -25° - 20° F (H1)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Rosa ‘The Fairy’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 30”

Yaku Princess Rhododendron
Rhododendron ‘Yaku Princess’

Appleblossom-pink flowers that fade to white as they
mature.
EXPOSURE: Part sun
HARDINESS: -15° to -10° F (H2)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Gro-low Fragrant Sumac
Rhus aromatica ‘Gro-low’

Low, wide spreading habit. Yellow flowers, very red
fruit, red fall color.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 6-8’

Drift® Roses are low-growing
prolific bloomers from early
spring right thru until frost,
very low maintenance, disease
& pest resistant, both cold &
heat tolerant, and have excellent
growth rates.

Tiger Eyes® Cutleaf Staghorn Sumac

Apricot Drift® Rose

A First Editions® introduction. Upright rounded
gold-leafed form, with branches that angle upward.
The bright gold of the summer foliage is replace in
the fall by intense yellow, orange and scarlet colors,
each fighting for attention.

Double apricot colored flowers. Groundcover habit,
disease and pest resistant.

Rhus typhina ‘Bailtiger’ PP16185

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

Rosa ‘Meimirrote’ PP22354
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 30”

Rugosa Rose

Coral Drift® Rose

This vigorous plant produces bushels of 3-5” nonfading, fire engine red flowers.

Bright, coral-orange blooms. Groundcover habit,
disease and pest resistant.

Rosa rugosa

Rosa ‘Meidrifora’ PP19148

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 30”

Sandy Rugosa Rose

Icy Drift® Rose

Pink flowers in summer. Very adaptive with good
tolerance to salt spray and droughty soil conditions.

Pure white, double blooms in large clusters.
Groundcover habit, disease and pest resistant.

Rosa rugosa ‘Sandy’

Rosa ‘Meipicdevoj’ PPAF

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 5-6’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 3’

Ramblin’ Red® Rose

Lemon Drift® Rose

This climber came to us from the creator of Knock
Out® Roses. This is a great climbing rose with
excellent disease resistant foliage. Everblooming,
true rich red color.

Very bushy, compact, and rounded habit. A nice
lemony shade.

Rosa ‘RADramblin’ PP14270

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: Climbing to 8’+

Rosa ‘Meisentmil’ PP20635
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 30”
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Pink Drift® Rose

Peachy Knock Out® Rose

Deep pink flowers with a soft, faded center.
Groundcover habit, disease and pest resistant.

Peach colored blooms, achieved with the combination
of pink petals that become yellow in the center.

Rosa ‘Meijocos’ PP18874
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3-4’

Red Drift® Rose

Petite Knock Out® Rose

Petite, red flowers. Groundcover habit, disease and
pest resistant.

First-ever miniature Knock Out® Rose. Displays
smaller blooms but just as numerous.

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 30”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18”

Sweet Drift® Rose

Pink Double Knock Out® Rose

Full clusters of sweet pink blooms. Groundcover
habit, disease and pest resistant.

Double pink flowers spring to frost. Disease and pest
resistant foliage.

Rosa ‘Meigalpio’ PP17877

Rosa ‘Meiswetdom’’ PP21612

Rosa ‘Meibenbino’ PP30811

Rosa ‘Radtkopink’ PP18507

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 30”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

White Drift® Rose

Sunny Knock Out® Rose

Pure white, fully double flowers that are perfectly
shaped like miniature roses.

One of the most fragrant members of the Knock
Out® family. A slightly more upright habit with
bright yellow flowers that fade quickly to a pastel
cream color.

Rosa ‘Meizorland’ PPAF
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Rosa ‘Radgor’ PP25628

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 30”

Rosa ‘Radsunny’ PP18562

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 4-5

Kashmir Rose

The Double Knock Out® Rose

Velvety red blossoms are as soft as cashmere and are
great for cutting. A member of the Easy Elegance®
series.

Compact, shrub rose. Twice the number of petals of
The Knock Out® Rose, presenting a richer cherry red
inflorescens.

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 2-3’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 3’

Yellow Brick Road Rose

The Knock Out® Rose

Stunning lightly-scented lemon yellow flowers at
the ends of the stems from late spring to late fall. It
has disease resistant green foliage. A member of the
Easy Elegance® series.

Fluorescent cherry red blossoms, deep purple fall
foliage.

Rosa ‘BAImir’

Rosa ‘BAIoad’ PP19046

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Rosa ‘Radtko’ PP16202

Rosa ‘RADrazz’ PP11836
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Coral Knock Out® Rose

The Pink Knock Out® Rose

Unique coral color of this rose is even stronger in
hot, humid climates. Young foliage is bronze-red.

Single petals, just like the original, but in a beautiful
shade of bright pink.

Rosa ‘Radral’ PP19803
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Four Seasons Nursery

Rosa ‘RADcon’ PP15070
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3’

Daum Good Plants!

White Knock Out® Rose

Daphne Spirea

Pure white blooms and very dark green foliage.

Light pink flowers late spring to early summer. Will
rebloom if old flowers removed. Dwarf, compact
habit.

Rosa ‘Radwhite’ PP20273
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Spiraea japonica var. alpina
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 3’

Oso Easy® Paprika Rose

Double Play® Artisan® Spirea

Low-growing rose is covered in orange blooms, each
accented with a yellow center. Easy care, disease
resistant foliage.

Red new growth in spring is followed by fuchsia
summer flowers. Compact mound.

Rosa sp. ‘ChewMayTime’ PP18347
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 1-2’

Spiraea japonica ‘Galen’ PP21712
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 24-30”

Pussy Willow

Double Play® Candy Corn® Spirea

Upright, deciduous shrub. Attractive silky pearl gray
catkins on leafless stems in late spring.

New growth emerges bright candy apple red. As it
matures, it turns pineapple yellow and any more new
growth is orange. Dark purple flowers in late spring
to early summer

Salix discolor

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-12’ x 5-8’

Spiraea japonica ‘NCSX1’ PP28313

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 18-30’

Nishiki Willow

Double Play® Doozie® Spirea

Rounding spreading, somewhat graceful in habit.
Green, pink and white foliage with some leaves being
all white.

Deep red new foliage. Flowers begin to emerge
in late spring, a bright, glowing purple-red and
continues to flower, as it does not produce seeds.

Salix integra ‘Hakura Nishiki’

Spiraea x ‘NCSX2’ PP30953

EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Sweetbox

Double Play® Gold Spirea

Low growing, spreading habit. Small white flowers
in spring. Fragrant white flowers are followed by
blue-black fruit.

This compact, low mounded plant has vibrant golden
foliage and an abundance of pure pink summer
flowers.

Sarcococca hookeriana var. humilis

Spiraea japonica ‘Yan’ PP21615

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 6-8’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 18-24”

Japanese Umbrella-Pine

Double Play® Red Spirea

Has very unusual textures. Dark green glossy
needle-like leaves. The needles radiate around the
stem creating and umbrella effect hence the name
Umbrella Pine. Slow growing.

A flower color breakthrough, with nearly-red flowers.
Showy dark burgundy spring foliage.

Sciadopitys verticillata

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20-30’ x 15-20’

Anthony Waterer Spirea

Spiraea x bumalda ‘Anthony Waterer’

Rounded habit. Wine red flowers in mid summer and
will rebloom if old flowers removed.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’

Spiraea japonica ‘SMNSJMFR’
PP26993
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Flowering Choice Spirea

Spiraea x bumalda ‘Flowering Choice’
PP13916

As fall approaches the leaves again turn a brilliant
burgundy color. Purplish pink flowers when they first
appear in early summer, fading to a lighter pink as
they mature. New foliage is purple-red.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-18” x 12-15”
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Gold Mound Spirea

Shirobana Spirea

Noted for its attractive golden foliage. Leaves emerge
golden in spring, but gradually fade to a gold-green
as the summer progresses. Fall color may include
interesting yellows, oranges and reds. Small pink
flowers to 3” across appear in late spring.

Mounding growth habit. Displays three different
colored blooms all on the same shrub, at the same
time.

Spiraea japonica ‘Gold Mound’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 4’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3-4’

Golden Elf Spirea

Snowmound Spirea

Pink flowers late spring and then sporadically
throughout the summer. Gold, carpet-like foliage all
summer long.

Rounded, dense shrub. Masses of pure white flowers
late spring to early summer.

Spiraea japonica ‘Golden Elf ’ PP12025
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8” x 2’

Spiraea nipponica ‘Snowmound’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Little Princess Spirea

Cutleaf Stephanandra

Low, mounded, dense habit. Pink flowers will
rebloom if old flowers are removed. Mint green color
in summer, dark red fall foliage.

Makes an excellent ground cover. Mounded,
spreading habit. Small, star-shaped white flowers in
late spring

Spiraea japonica ‘Little Princess’

Stephanandra incisa ‘Crispa’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 3-6’

Magic Carpet Spirea

Bloomerang® Dark Purple Lilac

Deep pink flowers early summer, will rebloom if old
flowers removed. Emerges from the winter doldrums
with bright red shoots maturing into rich bronze red
tipped foliage. Fall foliage is a rich red.

Handsome, rounded shrub, very large dark purple
buds emerge in mid to late spring. Reblooms in mid
to late summer.

Spiraea japonica ‘Walbuma’
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Spiraea japonica ‘Shirobana’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 2’

Syringa x ‘SMSJBP7’ PP26549
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

Neon Flash Spirea

Common Purple Lilac

Vivid pink-red flowers in summer and rich purplegreen new growth.

Upright, spreading habit. Single purple flowers in
May are very fragrant.

Spiraea japonica ‘Neon Flash’

Syringa vulgaris

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15’ x 8-12’

Rainbow Fizz™ Spirea

Common White Lilac

Foliage emerges copper, changes to yellow with red
tips in spring, and then finishes with copper-red in
fall. Flower buds are pink and open to red.

Upright, spreading habit. Single white flowers in
May are very fragrant.

Spiraea japonica ‘Matgold’ PP2887
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Syringa vulgaris var. alba

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15’ x 8-12’

Renaissance Spirea

Donald Wyman Lilac

Vase shaped, somewhat arching branching habit.
White blooms late spring cascade to the ground.
Disease resistant, blue-green summer color. Orange
red fall color.

Upright, dense habit. Purple buds open to reddish
purple flowers two weeks after vulgaris types.

Spiraea x vanhouttei ‘Renaissance’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-7’ x 6-8’

Four Seasons Nursery

Daum Good Plants!

Syringa x prestoniae ‘Donald Wyman’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 4-6’

Dwarf Korean Lilac

Fire Chief™ Arborvitae

Reddish purple buds opening to fragrant pink lilac
flowers in May. Compact, rounded habit.

Bright gold foliage brightens the tidy globe-shaped
shrub in spring. Summer brings gentle hues of
orange which deepen to red in fall. No pruning
needed to maintain its shape.

Syringa meyeri ‘Palibin’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 5-7’

Thuja occidentalis ‘Congabe’ PP19009

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-4’ x 2-4’

Katherine Havemeyer Lilac

Green Giant Western Arborvitae

Abundant clusters of double, lavender-pink, fragrant
flowers on dark green, disease resistant foliage.

Broad pyramidal habit. Lustrous rich medium green
foliage. Fast growing.

Syringa vulgaris ‘Katherine Havemeyer’

Thuja standishii x plicata ‘Green Giant’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12’ x 8-10’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 40-50’ x 25’

Miss Kim Lilac

Hetz Midget Arborvitae

Purple buds open to pale lilac. Flowers later than
most other lilacs. Beautiful burgundy red fall color.

Dense globe shaped form. Rich green scale-like
foliage.

Syringa patula ‘Miss Kim’

Thuja occidentalis ‘Hetz Midget’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-7’ x 5-6’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Tinkerbelle® Lilac

Jantar Arborvitae

Wine red flower buds opening to a fragrant pink
flower in May. Rounded, upright, non-suckering
habit.

Brilliant yellow foliage early in the season turns to
a nice amber color as the summer goes on. Narrow,
upright habit.

Syringa x ‘Bailbelle’ PP12294

Thuja occidentalis ‘Jantar’ PP22296

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 4-5’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15’ x 3’

Virtual Violet® Lilac

Mr. Bowling Ball® Arborvitae

A First Editions® introduction. Shiny violet new
leaves, deep purple stems, raspberry-purple buds and
fragrant violet flowers.

Dwarf, mounded globe with soft, sage-green juvenile
foliage. The habit is tight and compact.

Syringa ‘Bailbridget’ PP30286
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 5-7’

Thuja occidentalis ‘Bobozam’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 1-2’

Pinky Promise™ Snowberry

Rheingold Arborvitae

Displays gumball pink berries that cover the rich
mint-green foliage in late summer. Hardy and
compact shrub for borders or containers.

Slow growing, dense globe shape when young
becomes more conical with age. Summer foliage a
deep rich gold; turns copper to brownish yellow in
the winter.

Symphoricarpos doorenbosii ‘Kolmpica’
PPAF

Thuja occidentalis ‘Rheingold’

EXPOSURE: Full sun to part shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3-4’

Emerald Green Arborvitae

Steeplechase Western Arborvitae

Narrow compact pyramidal form. Bright lustrous
emerald green foliage.

Broad pyramidal tree. Dense growth. Sport of
‘Green Giant’, but slower growing than its parent.
Rich green fine textured.

Thuja occidentalis ‘Smaragd’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-15’ x 3-4’

Thuja x ‘Steeplechase’ PP16094
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 25’ x 10’
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Burkwood Viburnum

European Cranberrybush

Upright, multi-stemmed habit. Pink buds followed by
white flowers in April. Very spicy, aromatic fragrance.
Semi-evergreen, glossy dark green leaves.

Dense compact form. Lacecap-type white flowers in
spring and are followed by showy scarlet-red fruits
that mature in early fall.

Viburnum x burkwoodii

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 4-6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 5-6’

Koreanspice Viburnum

Popcorn Viburnum

Rounded dense shrub; upright spreading, branching,
slow grower. Pink to reddish bud opening white to
semi-snowball type flowers. Very fragrant late spring.
Wine red fall color most years.

Hundreds of small popcorn ball shape flowers on
every plant. It is hard to identify this plant from a
distance due to the exceptionally bright white flower
up and down the branches.

Viburnum carlesii

Viburnum plicatum f. plicatum ‘Popcorn’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 4-6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 4-6’

Blue Muffin® Arrowwood Viburnum

Doublefile Viburnum

Viburnum dentatum ‘Christom’

Rounded habit. Creamy-white flowers appear early
summer, followed by clusters of blue berries from
late summer through late October. Yellow fall color.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-7’ x 4-6’
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Viburnum opulus ‘Compactum’

Viburnum plicatum tomentosum
‘Mariesii’

Rounded habit with horizontal branching.
Magnificent 1-3/4” flowers. Blooms up and down the
stem.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 8-10’

Autumn Jazz® Arrowwood
Viburnum

Summer Snowflake Viburnum

Upright, vase shaped habit. Creamy white flowers
early summer, followed by cluster of blue-black fruit.
Fruit effective from late summer to fall. Yelloworange-red-burgundy fall color.

Very compact, dense habit. Abundant small white
flowers continue to bloom all summer.

Viburnum dentatum ‘Ralph Senior’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12’ x 8-12’

Viburnum plicatum tomentosum ‘Summer
Snowflake’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Chicago Lustre® Viburnum

Leatherleaf Viburnum

Upright, rounded habit. Creamy white flowers in
early summer. Glossy, dark green foliage turns
yellow to burgundy in fall.

Upright, rounded, multi-stemmed shrub. Creamy
white flowers late spring. May have sporadic
blooming in fall. Evergreen to semi-evergreen
depending on the micro-climate.

Viburnum dentatum ‘Synnestvedt’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 8-10’

Viburnum rhytidophyllum

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10’ x 10’

Cardinal Candy™ Viburnum

Red Balloon® Viburnum

Well branched, rounded habit. Profuse flowering
occurs in mid May. The white flowers are followed
by an abundance of shiny scarlet fruits that persist
into fall.

This compact, well-branched hybrid has loads of
bright red fruit. Large white flower clusters appear
late spring.

Viburnum dilatatum ‘Henneke’ PP12870

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 6’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 6-8’

Winterthur Viburnum

Viburnum nudum ‘Winterthur’

Broadly pyramidal habit. Clusters of white flowers
early summer. Needs male form to produce fruits that
start out white and change to pink-red and mature
to a dark blue. Foliage is a beautiful lustrous green
turning to brilliant scarlet-red in the fall.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6’ x 5’

Four Seasons Nursery

Viburnum x rhytidophylloides ‘Redell’
PP24227

Daum Good Plants!

Bailey Compact American
Cranberrybush

Viburnum trilobum ‘Bailey Compact’

Compact and dense habit. White flowers in late
spring. Deep red fall foliage color.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 5-6’

Prague Viburnum

Shining Sensation™ Weigela

Upright oval to oval rounded habit. Pink buds open
to flat-topped, creamy white flowers in late spring.
Glossy, deep green foliage.

Pink funnel-shaped flowers that bloom in early
summer, repeating over a long period. Shiny,
burgundy foliage appears as though it has been
polished and contrasts nicely with the pink flowers.

Viburnum x pragense

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10’ x 6-8’

Weigela florida ‘Bokrashine’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 3-4’

Electric Love® Weigela

Sonic Bloom® Pink Weigela

Loaded with electric red bell-shaped flowers against
dark foliage. It’s the first red-flowered, dark-leaved
Weigela on the market!

Compact and dense habit. Hot pink buds open to pink
flowers in May, repeating to frost.

Weigela x ‘ZR1’ PP30065
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 2-3’

Weigela florida ‘Bokrasopin’ PP24572
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Fine Wine® Weigela

Sonic Bloom® Red Weigela

Mounded, compact habit. Deep pink spring flowers
often rebloom through summer. Dark purple foliage
all season.

Compact and dense habit. Lipstick red blooms in
May, repeating to frost.

Weigela florida ‘Bramwell’ PP18513
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Weigela florida ‘Verweig 6’ PP25132
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ H x 4-5’ W

Maroon Swoon® Weigela

Spilled Wine® Weigela

Dark red, bell-shaped, and fragrant flowers in early
summer, reblooming throughout summer. Compact
habit.

Dark red, wavy leaves and a spreading habit. Its hot
pink-magenta flowers are similar to those of Wine &
Roses®, but this is a smaller plant that is wider than
it is tall.

Weigela x ‘Slingco 2’ PP26841
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Weigela florida ‘Bokraspiwi’ PP23781

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 2-3’

Midnight Wine® Weigela

Strobe™ Weigela

Tidy mound of dark burgundy-purple leaves. Pink
flowers late spring.

Bright pink flowers against green and bronze, then
orange, then crimson red foliage.

Weigela florida ‘Elvera’ PP12217

Weigela ‘Verwof 1’ PP30866

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12” x 18-24”

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’

Rainbow Sensation™ Weigela

Tuxedo™ Weigela

A First Editions® introduction. Variegated foliage
which can brighten a landscape before it blooms. Pink
flowers in May.

Compact form and striking contrast of abundant
true-white bell-shaped flowers against dark foliage.

Weigela florida ‘Kolmagira’ PP20384
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Weigela x ‘Velda’ PP26842
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Red Prince Weigela

Variegated Weigela

Upright rounded with branches eventually arching
back to the ground. Brilliant red flowers late spring
recurring late in the summer.

Rounded, compact habit. Leaves are edged with a
creamy-yellow variegation. Deep rose flowers in early
summer contrast nicely to the foliage.

Weigela florida ‘Red Prince’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 4-5’

Weigela florida ‘Variegata’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6’ x 6-8’
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Very Fine Wine™ Weigela

Garland Gold Yucca

Dark foliage and showy pink flowers in spring.
Improved cold hardiness means less tip dieback.

Stiff dagger-like leaves that point up. Gold leaves
with green margin. Creamy white flower on spikes
above the foliage during the summer.

Weigela florida ‘SMNWFDFPD’ PPAF
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 24-30”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 3-4’

Wine & Roses® Weigela

Fort Laramie Strawberry

Intense rose-pink flowers beginning early summer
and repeating to fall. Long dark burgundy-purple
color.

Everbearing - Large sweet. Good flavor and texture.

Weigela florida ‘Alexandra’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3-4’

Fragaria ‘Fort Laramie’ Strawberry
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3” x 12”

Amethyst Falls Wisteria

Bristol Black Raspberry

Flowers heavily in spring, then continues blooming
on new growth sporadically throughout the summer.
Blooms at an early age in slightly fragrant intense
blue racemes 4-6” long.

Berries have excellent quality, good flavor and ripen
in mid season. Good for canning and freezing.

Wisteria frutescens ‘Amethyst Falls’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: Climbing to 10’+

Summer Cascade™ Wisteria

Wisteria macrostachya ‘Betty Matthews’
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Yucca filamentosa ‘Garland Gold’

Blooms in June on new growth, flowers are a lovely
shade of dark lavender before fading. Wonderful
covering for arbors and fences. First Editions®
introduction.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’, climbing

Four Seasons Nursery
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Rubus occidentalis ‘Bristol’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Heritage Red Raspberry
Rubus x ‘Heritage’

The medium size red fruit has very good flavor and
quality. First crop mid July, second crop September 1.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’

Lowbush Blueberry

Pink Lemonade Blueberry

Lowbush forms dense extensive colonies ranging
in sizes of 2” to 24”. This plant will fruit, but is
generally used in naturalized plantings or as a
ground cover.

Pink Lemonade is a mid-late to late season ripening
blueberry. Fruit is bright pink with a mild, pleasant
flavor.

Vaccinium angustifolium

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -50° to -40° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6” x 2’

Vaccinium ‘Pink Lemonade’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Chippewa Blueberry

Nocturne Blueberry

Midseason firm, light blue fruit on compact, selffertile bush.

Nearly black fruit, medium sized. Fruit tastes sweet
and slightly wild.

Vaccinium x ‘Chippewa’

Vaccinium hybrid ‘Nocturne’ PP24832

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 5-6’

Jersey Blueberry

Polaris Blueberry

Mid to late season, sweet and light blue.

Tight form, heavy producing ability and sweet, sweet
berry taste.

Vaccinium ‘Jersey’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Vaccinium corymbosum ‘Polaris’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Patriot Blueberry

Razz Blueberry

Early season producer of huge sweet fruit. Each
berry can be as large as a quarter.

Medium to large berries that ripen in midseason.
Plump, powder-blue fruits, with unique raspberry
overtones in their flavor.

Vaccinium ‘Patriot’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Vaccinium corymbosum ‘Razz’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’
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Pretty Belinda Yarrow

Lady’s Mantle

Strongly colored pink flowers are held upright by
thick stems

The flower color ranges from yellow to green.

Achillea millefolium ‘Pretty Belinda’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Mid to late summer

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24” x 30”
BLOOM: summer to fall

Summer Pastels Yarrow

Millenium Ornamental Onion

A variety of pastel flower shades, including pink,
red, white, yellow, salmon, orange and mauve. Tiny
flowers are densely packed in large, flat-topped,
terminal flower clusters.

Compact, upright clump of leaves which emit a slight
smell of onion when crushed. 2” bright rosy purple,
rounded clusters of flowers.

Achillea millefolium ‘Summer Pastels’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Mid to late summer

Allium ‘Millenium’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20” x 10-15”
BLOOM: Mid to late summer

Peachie Keen Hyssop

Blue Ice Blue Star

Loads of apricot peach flowers with complementary
purplish pink calyxes just at the top of the fragrant
foliage.

Clusters of long-blooming, star-shaped blue flowers.
Foliage turns brilliant yellow in autumn.

Agastache ‘Peachie Keen’ PP25886
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20-24” x 30”
BLOOM: Mid summer to fall

Rosie Posie Hyssop

Agastache ‘Rosie Posie’ PP25857
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Alchemilla mollis

Loads of hot pink flowers with magenta purple
calyxes just at the top of the fragrant foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20” x 24-30”
BLOOM: Mid summer to fall

Amsonia ‘Blue Ice’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Spring to early summer

Japanese Anemone

Anemone Fall in Love™ ‘Sweetly’
PP31089

Semi-double, rich, rose-pink flowers are produced
above a large mound of dark green foliage. Spreads
slowly via rhizomes.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20-26” x 24-30”
BLOOM: Late summer through fall

Kudos™ Red Hyssop

Honorine Jobert Anemone

Low, bushy mound of fragrant foliage, bears upright
spikes of red flowers.

This very floriferous plant produces single pure
white flowers during August and September.

Agastache ‘TNAGAKR’ PP30375

Anemone x hybrida ‘Honorine Jobert’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -10° to 0° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12” x 20-24”
BLOOM: Mid summer to fall

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 2’
BLOOM: Late summer

Blue Fortune Hyssop

September Charm Anemone

Easily grown perennial with long-blooming
lavender-blue flowers topping licorice-scented foliage
over a long period.

A more compact form suitable for the front of the
border or even the rock garden. Lovely silvery pink,
single blooms.

Agastache foeniculum ‘Blue Fortune’

Anemone x hybrida ‘September Charm’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 18-24”
BLOOM: Early summer to fall

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-4’ x 2-4’
BLOOM: Late summer

Black Scallop Bugleweed

Butterfly Weed

Mat-forming, noted for its dark maroon-purple leaves
with scalloped margins, fragrant dark violet flowers
and compact but spreading habit.

A durable, drought tolerant perennial with intense,
orange flowers in large clusters above the foliage in
summer.

Ajuga reptans ‘Black Scallop’ PP15815
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6” x 12”
BLOOM: Late Spring

Four Seasons Nursery

Asclepias tuberosa

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 24”
BLOOM: Summer

Daum Good Plants!

PERENNIALS
Purple Dome Aster

Purple Candles Astilbe

Masses of solid royal purple daisy-like flowers.

Dense, poker-like plumes emerge a rich violet-red,
then lighten up as they age.

Aster novae-angliae ‘Purple Dome’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 12-18”
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Astilbe chinensis ‘Purpurkerze’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 40” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Mid summer

October Skies Aster

Vision in Pink Astilbe

Compact grower with rich, sky-blue daisy-like
flowers.

Upright pale pink plumes.

Aster oblongifolius ‘October Skies’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Astilbe chinensis ‘Vision in Pink’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-20” x 18-20”
BLOOM: Mid summer

Delft Lace Astilbe

Vision in Red Astilbe

Bright-red stems hold plumes of apricot-pink flowers
trimmed with deep pink buds. Foliage is overlaid with
silver and highlighted in red provides interest when
the plant is not in bloom.

Upright red plumes.

Astilbe ‘Delft Lace’ PP19839

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2’
BLOOM: Early summer

Astilbe chinensis ‘Vision in Red’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-20” x 18-20”
BLOOM: Mid summer

Burgundy Red Astilbe

Vision in White Astilbe

Plumes of tiny burgundy red flowers on reddish
stems top a mound of glossy deep green leaves.
Flower stems typically rise to 24” tall.

Large growing selection which produces loads of
large, creamy white, triangular plumes.

Astilbe arendsii ‘Burgunderrot’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Early to mid summer

Astilbe chinensis ‘Vision in White’
PP18965
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 18”
BLOOM: Mid summer

Finale Astilbe

Visions Astilbe

Like a grand finale of summer, soft mauve/pink,
long blooming flower spikes at least a foot tall start
heading skyward in late summer and keep going until
autumn.

Raspberry-red plumes. A chinensis type with coarse
ground hugging green foliage.

Astilbe chinensis ‘Finale’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Late summer

Astilbe chinensis ‘Visions’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 15-18”
BLOOM: Mid summer

Little Vision in Pink Astilbe

Ellie Astilbe

Fuzzy, pyramidal shaped, rose pink plumes just above
the coarsely textured, dark green foliage.

Very full and large pure white plumes that fade to
green rather than brown. Narrow, sharply toothed,
glossy, dark green foliage and pyramidal shaped
plumes.

Astilbe chinensis ‘Little Vision in Pink’
PP21886
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 14-16” x 14-16”
BLOOM: Mid summer

Pumila Astilbe

Astilbe chinensis ‘Pumila’

Lavender with neon-pink highlights and fuzzy stiff
panicles.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12” x 10-15”
BLOOM: Late summer

Astilbe japonica ‘Ellie’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 24-30”
BLOOM: Mid summer

Fireberry Astilbe

Astilbe Short ‘n Sweet™ ‘Fireberry’
PP20658

Features beautiful plumes of hot pink flowers at the
ends of the stems from early to mid summer, which
are most effective when planted in groupings.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 16” x 16”
BLOOM: Early to mid summer
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Sugarberry Astilbe

Astilbe Short ‘n Sweet™ ‘Sugarberry’
PP20674

A floriferous dwarf variety producing lovely shell
pink blooms above a very compact clump of glossy
foliage.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12” x 12”
BLOOM: Early to mid summer

Amethyst Astilbe

Astilbe x arendsii ‘Amethyst’

Lavender/violet rose flowers spikes held above shiny
fern-like foliage, erect habit.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 24-30”
BLOOM: Early to mid summer

Baptisia Decadence® ‘Dutch Chocolate’
PP23872

Rich velvety chocolate purple flowers on tall stems
above compact foliage. Large seed pods well into fall.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 2’
BLOOM: Late spring to early summer

Jack Frost Bugloss

Brunnera macrophylla ‘Jack Frost’
PP13859

Large silver leaves with green veins adorn this plant.
Produces blue flowers which contrast nicely with the
foliage.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 15”
BLOOM: Late spring

Bridal Veil Astilbe

Calamint

Pure white fluffy flower spikes.

2021 Perennial Plant of the Year. Tiny, white flowers
cover the bushy habit. Leaves carry a mint scent.

Astilbe x arendsii ‘Bridal Veil’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 28-32” x24-30”
BLOOM: Early to mid summer

Calamintha nepeta

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 12-18”
BLOOM: Early summer to fall

Fanal Astilbe

Purple Sensation Bellflower

Blooms deep red.

Very dark purple flowers open from near black buds.
Compact plants with good branching structure.

Astilbe x arendsii ‘Fanal’
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Dutch Chocolate False Indigo

Campanula x ‘Purple Sensation’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x15-18”
BLOOM: Mid summer

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 16”
BLOOM: Early summer

Peach Blossom Astilbe

Flamenco Trumpet Vine

Delicate pink with a hint of peach. Wide panicles
with an open and lacy effect. Bold glossy green
foliage.

Vigorous vine producing orange trumpet shaped
flowers. Best used on fence posts, trellises and
screens.

Astilbe x japonica ‘Peach Blossom’

Campsis radicans ‘Flamenco’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24” x 15-18”
BLOOM: Early summer

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30’, vining
BLOOM: Early summer

Blue False Indigo

Yellow Trumpet Vine

Blue spikes of pea-shaped flowers in May and early
June. Fantastic compound foliage.

Golden-yellow summer flowers. Perfect for covering
a south facing wall. Best flowering with summer heat.

Baptisia australis

Campsis radicans ‘Flava’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 24”
BLOOM: Early summer

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20-30’, vining
BLOOM: Early summer

Blueberry Sundae False Indigo

Tiny Tortuga™ Turtlehead

Baptisia Decadence ‘Blueberry Sundae’
PP23891
®

Deep indigo blue flowers bloom. 2’ long flower stems
with the added interest of large seed pods well into
fall.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’
BLOOM: Late spring to early summer

Four Seasons Nursery

Daum Good Plants!

Chelone obliqua ‘Armtipp02’ PP25350

Long lasting, hot pink blooms resemble a turtlehead.
Lustrous dark green leaves. Compact habit.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 12-18”
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

PERENNIALS
Chocoholic Bugbane

Moonbeam Tickseed

Flowers open a rich mauve-pink color and lighten to
white. Bronze-purple foliage.

Cool yellow flowers atop soft needle-like clumps of
foliage.

Cimicifuga ‘Chocoholic’ PP24821

Coreopsis verticillata ‘Moonbeam’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 30”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18”

Brunette Bugbane

Tweety Tickseed

Large Astilbe-like leaves of purple black. Fragrant
pale-pink flowers above the foliage. Good in moist,
woodland settings.

Bright yellow-colored flowers, medium greencolored, deeply-dissected foliage having thread-like
segments, upright-mounded, compact growth habit.

Cimicifuga simplex ‘Brunette’

Coreopsis verticillata ‘Tweety’ PP23347

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 24-30”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15” x 15”

Sweet Autumn Clematis

Zagreb Tickseed

Masses of pure white, lightly fragrant flowers in late
summer on this vigorous, shrubby vine. Great for
covering fences and arbors.

Bright yellow flowers sit on top of tall, erect, lacey,
somewhat mound forming, thread-leaf green foliage.
Blooms all summer.

Clematis paniculata

Coreopsis verticillata ‘Zagreb’

EXPOSURE: Full sun to part shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-20’, climbing

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15” x 18”

Lily Of The Valley

Emily McKenzie Crocosmia

White waxy bell shaped flowers on arching stems.

Coral-orange flowers.

Convallaria majalis

Crocosmia ‘Emily McKenzie’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 9” x 12-16”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 1-2’

Jethro Tull Tickseed

Lucifer Crocosmia

Golden-yellow flowers with broad fluted petals.

Broad handsome swordlike foliage. Brilliant red
flowers.

Coreopsis ‘Jethro Tull’ PP18789
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 18-24”

Berry Chiffon Tickseed

Coreopsis Satin and Lace™ ‘Berry
Chiffon’ PP27414

Upright clump of dark green, threadleaf foliage
topped with white flowers with a vibrant raspberry
red eye. Blooms continually without deadheading.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-18” x 18-24”

Red Chiffon Tickseed

Coreopsis Satin and Lace™ ‘Red Chiffon’
PP27528

Vibrant yellow flowers with a red eye and threadleaf
foliage. Excellent mildew resistance.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-18” x 18-24”

Crocosmia ‘Lucifer’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ X 6-8”

Fire Star™ Maiden Pink

Dianthus ‘Devon Xera’ PP14895

Narrow gray-green leaves form a dense mounded
cushion to 5-7” tall. Fragrant (clove-scented), red
flowers with a deeper crimson eye.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8” x 8”

Firewitch Dianthus

Dianthus gratianopolitanus ‘Firewitch’
Magenta clove scented blooms top silvery-blue
evergreen foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 9-12” x 12”
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Neon Star Pinks

Sunrise Coneflower

Compact mound-forming perennial with large spicyfragranced fluorescent-pink flowers. Great in the
front of borders, in mass plantings or in containers.

Sunny yellow petals around a green cone, which
turns yellow. Strong stems.

Dianthus x ‘Neon Star’ PP14549
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8” x 10”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 36”

Ivory Hearts Bleeding Heart

Pink Barrenwort

Noted for its extended bloom period, particularly in
cool summer climates. Compact shape, with white
flowers appearing above the foliage.

Clump forming plant with Lavender pink flowers.

Dicentra ‘Ivory Hearts’ PP15599
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-12” x 12-18”

King of Hearts Bleeding Heart
Dicentra ‘King of Hearts’

Produces a large amount of rich rosy pink flowers
over a long season. Tends to have disease free foliage.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12” x 12-15”

Epimedium youngianum ‘Roseum’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10” x 10”

Little Joe Joe Pye Weed

Eupatorium dubium ‘Little Joe’
PP16122

4’ tall stems are clothed with whirls of green leaves
and topped in midsummer with dome-shaped heads
of lavender flowers.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 18”

Cheyenne Spirit Coneflower

Phantom Joe Pye Weed

Vivid shades of orange, red, rosy-red, yellow, purple
and cream surrounding a large brown cone. Wellbranched, strong and bushy habit.

A very compact selection of Joe Pye Weed that
produces wine red flowers.

Echinacea ‘Cheyenne Spirit’
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Echinacea purpurea ‘Sunrise’ PP16235

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 24-30”

Eupatorium Phantom PP18354
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 18”

Magnus Coneflower

Max Frei Bloody Cranesbill

Flat flower heads of rose-pink.

Noted for its compact growth habit and reddishpurple flowers. Forms a spreading mound of foliage.

Echinacea purpurea ‘Magnus’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 18-20”

Geranium sanguineum ‘Max Frei’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-9” x 1-2’

PowWow® Wild Berry Coneflower

English Ivy

Brilliant purple-pink daisy-like blooms with goldenbrown cones. Excellent choice for fresh cut flowers.

A vigorous, aggressive, fast-growing, woody
evergreen perennial that is primarily grown as a
climbing vine or trailing ground cover.

Echinacea purpurea ‘PowWow Wild
Berry’

Hedera helix

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 22” x 18” wide

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-12” x 8-10’

PowWow® Wild White Coneflower

Willow-leaved Sunflower

Echinacea purpurea ‘PowWow Wild
White’

Striking white daisy-like blooms with golden-yellow
cones. Effective when mixed into landscapes or
containers.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 22” x 18” wide

Four Seasons Nursery

Daum Good Plants!

Helianthus salicifolius ‘Table Mountain’

Compact, flat-topped habit. Rich green, willow-like
foliage. 2” golden-yellow flowers.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 16” x 16”

PERENNIALS
Tuscan Gold Sunflower

Frans Hals Daylily

Sunny yellow flowers have golden centers and
matching eyes. Compact, upright habit with dark
green leaves that resist powdery mildew.

Bi-color flowers of orange/yellow.

™

Heliopsis ‘Inhelsodor’ PP29819
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 20-24”

Hemerocallis ‘Frans Hals’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 28” x 18”

Camelot Hellebore

Happy Returns Daylily

Pink buds open to large, pinkish cream flowers.

3” yellow flowers.

Helleborus x ballardiae HGC® Camelot

Hemerocallis ‘Happy Returns’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 20-24”

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-18” x 18”

Cinnamon Snow Hellebore

Hyperion Daylily

Helleborus x ballardiae HGC® Cinnamon
Snow PPAF
Pink buds open to large, outfacing, creamy-white
flowers that are streaked rose and cinnamon.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 20-24”

Mahogany Snow Hellebore

Helleborus x ballardiae HGC® Mahogany
Snow
Large, creamy white flowers with light pink reverse
that age to mahogany pink.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 20-24”

Merlin Hellebore

Helleborus x ballardiae HGC® Merlin
PP22350
Large outfacing light pink to pink flowers that
mature to cranberry.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 20-24”

Pink Frost Hellebore

Helleborus x ballardiae HGC® Pink Frost
PPAF
Evergreen silvery-green leaves with red stems.
Large, single soft-pink flowers appear, gradually age
to burgundy-red.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 20-24”

Shooting Star Hellebore

Helleborus x ballardiae HGC® Shooting
Star PP22424

Large outfacing single creamy-white flowers, with a
slight greenish tinge.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 20-24”

Hemerocallis ‘Hyperion’

Bright lemon yellow fragrant blooms.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 40” x 28”

Little Grapette Daylily

Hemerocallis ‘Little Grapette’

Light grape-purple with green throat.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 24”

Pardon Me Daylily

Hemerocallis ‘Pardon Me’
Deep red/yellow 2.5” flower.

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18”

Purple de Oro Daylily

Hemerocallis ‘Purple de Oro’

Extended bloom daylily that flowers 3” purple
blooms with yellow throats.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18”

Siloam Double Classic Daylily

Hemerocallis ‘Siloam Double Classic’

Large, 5” very soft peach-pink flowers with ruffled
double petals. Fragrant. Diploid.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18”
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Stella de Oro Daylily

Palace Purple Coral Bells

Golden Yellow 2 3/4” flowers.

Lovely, mahogany-red foliage. Small white flowers.

Hemerocallis ‘Stella de Oro’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12” x 18”

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-24” x 15-18”

Going Bananas Daylily

Lady Baltimore Hibiscus

Hemerocallis Rainbow Rhythm® ‘Going
Bananas’ PP17164
An improved variety of ‘Happy Returns’. Bigger
flowers and a canary yellow color.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18”-22”

Hibiscus ‘Lady Baltimore’

Well defined 5” cone shaped pink flowers with satiny
red center.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 2-3’

Caramel Coral Bells

Lord Baltimore Hibiscus

Dense habit with fuzzy leaves that appear in shades
from apricot to amber and have purple undersides.
Small white flowers.

Red ruffled flowers up to 10” across.

Heuchera ‘Caramel’ PP16560
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12” x 12-15”

Fire Alarm Coral Bells
Thick, leathery, red leaves that change from orangered to bronze-red throughout the season. Small white
flowers.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 10-14”

Obsidian Coral Bells

Heuchera ‘Obsidian’ PP14836

Forms a mound of large, smooth jet-black leaves.
Creamy-white flowers.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 15”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 2-3’

Hibiscus Summerific® ‘Berry Awesome’
PP27936

Lavender pink, 7-8” wide flowers with a red eye, with
contrasting deep midnight green foliage. Flowers
form from top to bottom of the plant.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4-5’

Cranberry Crush Hibiscus

Hibiscus Summerific® ‘Cranberry Crush’
PP21984

Near-black buds open to glossy, deep scarlet red, 7-8”
wide flowers with heavily overlapping petals.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4-5’

Plum Pudding Coral Bells
Heuchera ‘Plum Pudding’

Sturdy mound of rich plum-purple leaves with a
shimmering metallic finish. Creamy-white flowers.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 18-24”

Apple Twist Coral Bells

Heuchera Dolce® ‘Apple Twist’ PP31221
New leaves have red veins that lighten with age.
Chartreuse leaves have rippled edges and mature to
apple green.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-12” x 20-24”

Four Seasons Nursery

Hibiscus ‘Lord Baltimore’

Berry Awesome Hibiscus

Heuchera ‘Fire Alarm’
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Heuchera micrantha ‘Palace Purple’
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Evening Rose Hibiscus

Hibiscus Summerific® ‘Evening Rose’
PPAF

An excellent combination of hot pink, 8” flowers and
near black foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4-5’

Perfect Storm Hibiscus

Hibiscus Summerific® ‘Perfect Storm’
PP27880

Huge, 7-8” wide, white flowers with a bright red eye
that radiates out the veins, with the petals edged with
pink. Dark foliage.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4-5’

PERENNIALS
Big Daddy Hosta

Halcyon Hosta

Leaves are large, thick, blue-green, rounded and
slightly cupped.

Thick blue heavily ribbed leaf. Violet flowers.

Hosta ‘Big Daddy’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24” x 36”

Hosta ‘Halcyon’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 14-16” x 28”

Blue Cadet Hosta

Komodo Dragon Hosta

Blue-grey leaves that reach about 1’ across.

Extra large selection forms a huge mound of
heavily, rippled, thick, dark green leaves. Good slug
resistance. Pale lavender flowers.

Hosta ‘Blue Cadet’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 16” x 28”

Hosta ‘Komodo Dragon’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 28” x 6-7’

Bressingham Blue Hosta

Krossa Regal Hosta

Rounded puckered blue-green foliage. White flowers.

Foliage is frosty blue. Upright leaves. Lavender
flowers.

Hosta ‘Bressingham Blue’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24” x 36”

Hosta ‘Krossa Regal’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 28” x 38”

El Nino Hosta

Loyalist Hosta

Very thick, pointy powder-blue leaves with streaky
white margins. Pale lavender flowers.

Dark green margins and white centers. Pale lavender
flowers. Leaves have heavy substance.

Hosta ‘El Nino’ PP14632

Hosta ‘Loyalist’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 30-36”

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18-24”

Fire and Ice Hosta

Minuteman Hosta

White-centered leaves, with a wide streaky darkgreen margin. Pale lavender flowers.

Slightly cupped heart shaped leaves with dark
green flame shaped centers and white margins. Pale
lavender striped flowers. Good sun tolerance.

Hosta ‘Fire and Ice’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20” x 36”

Hosta ‘Minuteman’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 22” x 36”

Gold Standard Hosta

Patriot Hosta

Light green leaves with dark green margin. Leaves
center turn parchment gold by summer. Lavender
flowers.

The dark green leaves are marked with distinct, pure
white margins. Lavender flowers.

Hosta ‘Gold Standard’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 26” x 36”

Hosta ‘Patriot’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 22” x 36”

Guacamole Hosta

Pilgrim Hosta

Chartreuse-yellow leaves with a wide green margin.
Fragrant white flowers.

Miniature selection with heart-shaped gray-green
leaves with a wide margin that begins yellow,
changing to creamy-white. Lavender flowers.

Hosta ‘Guacamole’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20” x 24”

Hosta ‘Pilgrim’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 2’
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Royal Standard Hosta

Japanese Iris

Shiny green leaves with fragrant white flowers.

Great contrasting green and white foliage. Produces
large, dark purple flowers that are really set off by
the foliage.

Hosta ‘Royal Standard’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24” x 36”

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x18” wide

So Sweet Hosta

Rosalie Figge Bearded Iris

Medium-large mound of glossy, deep green leaves
with creamy-yellow margins that lighten to white.
Very fragrant pale lavender flowers.

Dark purple flowers with a white speckled throat.
Rebloomer.

Hosta ‘So Sweet’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20” x 3-4’

Iris germanica ‘Rosalie Figge’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-40” x 1-2’

Sum and Substance Hosta

Summer Olympics Bearded Iris

Pale golden-green. For shady gardens. often fragrant,
bell-shaped flowers.

Ruffled lime yellow flowers. Rebloomer.

Hosta ‘Sum and Substance’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 48”

Iris germanica ‘Summer Olympics’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 24”

Thunderbolt Hosta

Butter and Sugar Siberian Iris

White bloom. Foliage variegated, blue-green margins
with a yellow center.

Yellow center with white edges.

Hosta ‘Thunderbolt’
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Iris ensata ‘Variegata’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20” x 40”

Iris sibirica ‘Butter and Sugar’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 28” x 2’

Wide Brim Hosta

Caesar’s Brother Siberian Iris

Blue green leaves with cream edge. Lavender flowers.

Forms a large clump of grassy foliage. Delicate deep
purple and highly ornamental blooms.

Hosta ‘Wide Brim’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 36”

Iris sibirica ‘Caesar’s Brother’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 2’

Francee Hosta

Gull’s Wing Siberian Iris

Mound of dark green leaves with a white edge,
groundcover.

Large, semi-ruffled white blooms.

Hosta fortunei ‘Francee’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 22” x 36”

Iris sibirica ‘Gull’s Wing’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 18-24”

Frances Williams Hosta

Ruffled Velvet Siberian Iris

Blue green foliage with wide golden yellow border.
White flowers.

Interesting purple iris, with hints of red and white.

Hosta sieboldiana ‘Frances Williams’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24” x 36”

Four Seasons Nursery
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Iris sibirica ‘Ruffled Velvet’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 18-24”

PERENNIALS
Sparkling Rose Siberian Iris

Snowcap Shasta Daisy

Rose color flowers with a blue flush. Clumps of
grassy foliage.

A profusion of yellow-centered, single, pure white,
daisy-like flowers. Compact and sturdy habit that
holds up well to wind and rain.

Iris sibirica ‘Sparkling Rose’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 24”

Leucanthemum superbum ‘Snowcap’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 14” x 12”

Welcome Home Siberian Iris

Daisy May® Shasta Daisy

Dark velvet-purple flowers with a large white area
on the falls.

Daisies™ Daisy May® ‘Daisy Duke’ PP21914

Iris sibirica ‘Welcome Return’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

Leucanthemum superbum Amazing

A compact Shasta daisy cultivar. Produces a prolific
bloom of daisies with white rays and yellow centers
throughout the summer.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 1-2’

Blue Flag Iris

White Gayfeather

Clump-forming iris that grows well in constantly wet
areas. Bluish-purple flowers.

Tall white spikes of flowers. Plant forms a low
grassy clump of leaves.

Iris versicolor

Liatris spicata ‘Alba’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 18-24”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 18”

Joker’s Wild Red Hot Poker

Kobold Gayfeather

Produces very bright, deep orange flowers on top of
grass-like foliage.

Compact plant. Rose-lavender flowers.

Kniphofia ‘Joker’s Wild’ PP32263
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 24-30”

Liatris spicata ‘Kobold’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 16-20” x 18”

Essence Purple Lavender

Britt-Marie Crawford Ligularia

Forms a perfect rounded ball-shaped, dense clump
of green, aromatic foliage. Bright blue flowers are
produced earlier than other varieties.

Broad, glossy, dark chocolate leaves with dark purple
undersides. Golden-orange, daisy-like flowers.

Lavandula angustifolia ‘Essence Purple’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18-24”

Ligularia dentata ‘Britt-Marie
Crawford’ PP16113
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 2-3’

Hidcote Lavender

Othello Ligularia

Dark blue fragrant flowers on a medium sized shrub.

Large, rounded dark-green leaves with a purple
backside. Bright golden orange daisy flowers. Good
in wet areas.

Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 30”

Ligularia dentata ‘Othello’
EXPOSURE: Part shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 30-36”

Becky Shasta Daisy

Big Blue Lily Turf

Larger than other cultivars. Features 3-4” diameter
flower heads with the classic white rays and yellow
centers and coarsely-toothed, lance-shaped, medium
green leaves.

Evergreen ground cover with thin, dark upright
foliage. Showy lavender flowers.

Leucanthemum superbum ‘Becky’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’

Liriope muscari ‘Big Blue’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 18”
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Purple Explosion™ Lily Turf

Walker’s Low Catmint

Dark green, strap-like, evergreen foliage
compliments large purple bloom clusters that are
borne in great profusion.

Features loose whorls of small, abundant, two-lipped,
trumpet-shaped, lavender-blue flowers and aromatic,
gray-green foliage.

Liriope muscari ‘EXC 051’ PP21352
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12” x 12”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24-30” x 24-30”

Variegated Lily Turf

Kansas Peony

Purple-blue blooms, similar to grape hyacinths, that
appear on top of the foliage.

Large carmine red flowers on strong stems.

Liriope muscari ‘Variegata’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-15” x 12”

Leading Lady Lilac Bee Balm
Monarda ‘Leading Lady Lilac’
PP26431

Blooms earlier than other Bee Balm varieties.
Compact clump of aromatic foliage with light, lilac
flowers with petals having purple spots.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-14” x 22-28”

Paeonia ‘Kansas’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 34” x 20”

Monsieur Jules Elie Peony

Paeonia lactiflora ‘Monsieur Jules Elie’
Very large light rose pink flowers with a silvery
sheen. Moderate fragrance.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 34” x 30-36”

Leading Lady Orchid Bee Balm

Shirley Temple Peony

Blooms earlier than other Bee Balm varieties.
Compact clump of aromatic foliage with orchid pink
flowers with lighter pink highlights.

Large fragrant rosy white flowers.

Monarda ‘Leading Lady Orchid’ PPAF
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Nepeta x faassenii ‘Walker’s Low’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-14” x 22-28”

Leading Lady Plum Bee Balm
Monarda ‘Leading Lady Plum’
PP26477

Blooms earlier than other Bee Balm varieties.
Compact clump of aromatic foliage with magenta
purple flowers with purplish-black bracts.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 10-14” x 22-28”

Paeonia lactiflora ‘Shirley Temple’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 34” x 30-36”

Bartzella Itoh Peony
Paeonia x ‘Bartzella’

Huge flowers are double to semi-double, with soft
sulphur-yellow petals and a lemony fragrance.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 4’

Cat’s Pajamas Catmint

Cora Louise Itoh Peony

Ball-shaped habit carries long, dark flower stems that
hold indigo blue flowers that bloom the entire length
of the stem.

Huge 10” white flowers, highlighted by a dark
maroon central pattern that lightens as it melds into
the white body of the flower.

Nepeta ‘Cat’s Pajamas’ PP31127

Paeonia x ‘Cora Louise’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-14” x 18-20”

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

Blue Wonder Catmint

First Arrival Itoh Peony

Low, long-blooming catmint with grey-green foliage.
Lavender blue flowers.

Produces 6-8” blooms that are pink to lavender, on
crisp, dark-green foliage. A truly stunning, fragrant
flower.

Nepeta faassenii ‘Blue Wonder’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 12”

Four Seasons Nursery
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Paeonia x ‘First Arrival’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

PERENNIALS
Yellow Crown Itoh Peony
Paeonia x ‘Yellow Crown’

Semi-double golden yellow flowers, reddish at the
base, can be up to 10” across.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

Denim ‘n Lace Russian Sage

Perovskia atriplicifolia ‘Denim ‘n Lace’
PP28445

2020 Proven Winners National Perennial of the
Year®. Strong and upright habit. Masses of lacy-like,
bright sky blue flowers give the plant a very full look.

Candy Store Bubblegum Pink™
Phlox
®

Phlox paniculata ‘Ditomfra’ PP21171

Pink blossoms are accentuated by dark pink eyes. The
most mildew resistant Phlox on the market.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-22” x 18-24”

Fort Hill Creeping Phlox
Phlox subulata ‘Fort Hill’

Deep pink slight fragrant flowers.
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-6” x 20”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 3’

Filigran Russian Sage

Scarlet Flame Creeping Phlox

Airy spires of blue flowers against dissected silvery
foliage. Upright habit.

Scarlet flowers.

Perovskia atriplicifolia ‘Filigran’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3’

Phlox subulata ‘Scarlet Flame’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-6” x 20”

Little Spire Russian Sage

Snowflake Phlox

A compact cultivar that features finely-dissected,
aromatic, gray-green foliage on stiff, upright, square
stems. Spikes of lavender-blue flowers.

Blooms profusely with loose clusters of star-shaped,
pristine white flowers.

Perovskia atriplicifolia ‘Little Spire’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2-3’

Phlox subulata ‘Snowflake’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-6” x 2-3’

Flame™ Purple Garden Phlox

Goldsturm Black-Eyed Susan

Large clusters of fragrant flowers have magentapurple to rose petals. The Flame™ series are naturally
compact and have good disease resistance.

Deep yellow daisy like flowers, black cone.

Phlox paniculata ‘’Barfourteen’ PP12605
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 12-18”

Rudbeckia fulgida var. sullivantii
‘Goldsturm’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-30” x 24”

Flame™ Purple Eye Garden Phlox

Little Goldstar Black-Eyed Susan

Purple flowers with a white eye. The Flame™
series are naturally compact and have good disease
resistance.

More compact and floriferous than ‘Goldsturm’ with
masses of starburst-shaped golden yellow flowers.

Phlox paniculata ‘Barthirtythree’
PP16437
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 12-18”

Rudbeckia fulgida var. sullivantii ‘Little
Goldstar’ PP22397
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15” x 15”

David Garden Phlox

Bumbleblue Meadow Sage

Enormous heads of very fragrant white flowers.

A prolific bloomer, producing loads of violet blue
flowers on a petite habit of healthy, deep green
foliage.

Phlox paniculata ‘David’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 42” x 18”

Salvia nemorosa ‘Bumbleblue’ PP30084
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-14” x 15”
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Marcus™ Meadow Sage

Lamb’s Ear

Compact variety with a broad spreading habit. Deep
purple/blue flowers are a show stopper.

Silver stalks of small lilac pink flowers on spikes.
Thick, soft, velvety, silver-gray leaves.

Salvia nemorosa ‘Haeumanarc’ PP13322
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12” x 12”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12” x 12-18”

May Night Meadow Sage

Helene von Stein Lamb’s Ear

Dense spikes of deep violet-purple flowers bloom
over a long period.

Leaves are velvety soft, greenish-silver and larger
than other forms of Lamb’s Ear.

Salvia nemorosa ‘May Night’

Stachys byzantina ‘Helene von Stein’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 15-18”

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 12-18”

Matrona Stonecrop

Hummelo Betony

Attractive blue-green foliage topped by pale pink
flowers that are a knock out, clustered at the tips of
the burgundy-red stems.

Forms large, rounded clumps of green, long and
narrow, textured leaves. Sturdy spikes of lavenderrose flowers arise from the foliage.

Sedum ‘Matrona’

Stachys monieri ‘Hummelo’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 20” x 18”

Night Embers Stonecrop

Homestead Purple Verbena

Upright habit of dark black-purple, semi-glossy
succulent leaves. Small clusters of light mauve pink
flowers are produced on deep red stems.

Multi-branched, creeping plants. Great bloomer.
Hardy perennial. Deep purple/blue flowers.

Sedum ‘Night Embers’ PP29211
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Stachys byzantina

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’

Verbena ‘Homestead Purple’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: 0° to 10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 2-3’

Autumn Joy Stonecrop

Royal Candles Veronica

Pink to bronze flowers.

Deep green foliage, violet blue flowers.

Sedum spectabile ‘Autumn Joy’

Veronica spicata ‘Glory’ PP18932

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 24” x 24”

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12” x 12-18”

Dragon’s Blood Stonecrop

Periwinkle, Myrtle

Creeping mat of succulent foliage, red-tinged dark
green, with red flowers.

Trailing evergreen with wiry stems that root.
Lavender blue flowers.

Sedum spurium ‘Dragon’s Blood’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4” x 24”

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6” x spreading

Purple Emperor Stonecrop
Sedum x ‘Purple Emperor’

Masses of tiny, star-like, dusky pinkish-purple
flowers bloom in large flattened head atop stems clad
with dark purple, fleshy, succulent leaves.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15” x 20”
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FERNS
Lady Fern

The King Male Fern

A deciduous, perennial fern with light green, lacy
leaves are about 24-30” long and 6-9” wide and
tapered at both ends.

Medium to large-sized clump of arching, deep-green
fronds, each leaflet divided at the tips.

Athyrium filix-femina

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-4’ x 2-3
BLOOM: N/A

Dryopteris cristata ‘The King’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-4’ x 30-36”
BLOOM: N/A

Lady in Red Fern

Ostrich Fern

Lacy green foliage is held on upright, bright red
stems. Ideal for shady gardens or woodland areas.

Sterile fronds almost vertical, and long-tapering to
the base but short-tapering to the tip, so that they
resemble ostrich plumes.

Athyrium filix-femina var. angustum
‘Lady in Red’

Matteuccia struthiopteris

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18-30” x 18-24”
BLOOM: N/A

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’
BLOOM: N/A

Japanese Painted Fern

Cinnamon Fern

Grows from a central base. The J-shaped spore
casings, or sori, grow on the underside of the leaf.

Stripes and fronds of this fern are heavily covered
with cinnamon-brown.

Athyrium niponicum ‘Pictum’

Osmunda cinnamomea

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-20” x 1-2’
BLOOM: N/A

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’
BLOOM: Late spring through summer

Regal Red Japenese Painted Fern

Royal Fern

Arching triangular leaves of silver, with contrasting
red stems in each leaflet. Nice splash of color for
shady areas.

Easily grown clumping fern with large, broad deep
green fronds. Brown, tassel-like clusters of spores at
the tips of fronds.

Athyrium niponicum pictum ‘Regal Red’

Osmunda regalis

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 18-24”
BLOOM: N/A

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’
BLOOM: N/A

Ursula’s Red Fern

Christmas Fern

Colorful fern with silver leaves. Contrasting wine-red
veins.

Tufted evergreen fern with dark green leathery
fronds. Easy and durable shade plant that contrasts
well with hosta and bold-leaved perennials.

Athyrium niponicum pictum ‘Ursula’s
Red’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 15-18” x 18-24”
BLOOM: N/A

Polystichum acrostichoides
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’
BLOOM: N/A

Hay-scented Fern

Dennstaedtia punctilobula

Lanceolate 3-5” wide, twice to tri-pinnate, pinnae
toothed with irregularly cut margins or teeth,
scattered hairs on rachis and stipe.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 2-3’
BLOOM: N/A
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Blonde Ambition Blue Grama

Blue Dune Lyme Grass

Masses of horizontal seed heads that emerge
chartreuse then change to blonde. Rugged, cold
hardy grass with blue-green foliage.

Steel blue flat foliage that tends to grow in an arching
habit. Useful for very specific situations as it is an
aggressive grass. Tall flower spikes in mid summer
turning beige.

Bouteloua gracilis ‘Blonde Ambition’
PP22048
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 3’
BLOOM: Mid summer

EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’
BLOOM: Late summer

Karl Foerster Feather Reed Grass

Elijah Blue Fescue Grass

Deep green, lustrous foliage becomes effective
by early spring and lasts all the way until winter.
Upright clump with feathery plumes.

Clumping deep sea blue foliage. The most heat
tolerant or ‘summer hardy’.

Calamagrostis acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 1-2’
BLOOM: Mid summer to fall

Festuca ovina glauca ‘Elijah Blue’
EXPOSURE: Full to part sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-12” x 8-12”
BLOOM: Summer

Hello Spring!™ Feather Reed Grass

All Gold Japanese Forest Grass

Clumping habit with nice green and white variegated
foliage. White plumes above the foliage.

Glowing golden-yellow foliage.

Calamagrostis x acutiflora Hello Spring!™
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 2-3’
BLOOM: Mid summer to fall

Variegated Japanese Sedge
Carex morrowii ‘Ice Dance’
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Elymus arenarius ‘Blue Dune’

Handsome groundcover sedge with green leaves that
are edged creamy white. Foliage is evergreen except
where winters are harsh. Will tolerate dry shade
once established.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-18” x 30-36”
BLOOM: N/A

Hakonechloa macra ‘All Gold’
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12” x 18”
BLOOM: Late summer

Golden Variegated Japanese Forest
Grass
Hakonechloa macra ‘Aureola’

Arching golden blades that are striped with green.
EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18”
BLOOM: Late summer

Japanese Sedge

Beni Kaze Japanese Forest Grass

Striking, banded leaves with a central stripe that is
creamy white on new growth and matures to gold.
Tolerates shade and will keep its color. Foliage is
evergreen except where winters are harsh.

In spring and summer, this variety of Hakone Grass
remains a loose, 30” mound of rich green foliage;
come fall, the leaves of ‘Beni Kaze’ (aka “red wind” in
Japanese) turn a striking red.

Carex oshimensis ‘Evergold’

Hakonechloa macra ‘Beni Kaze’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 12-15” x 20”
BLOOM: N/A

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 3’
BLOOM: Late summer

Pennsylvania Sedge

Adagio Maiden Grass

Low growing habit with arching, semi-evergreen
leaves. Spreads in a uniform fashion and forms a nice
groundcover in shady areas.

Shorter, clump-forming ornamental grass with
arching, linear green leaves. Panicles of purplebrown flowers are produced above the foliage.

Carex pensylvanica

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Adagio’

EXPOSURE: Part sun to shade
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 8-10” x 12-18”
BLOOM: Spring

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2’ x 2’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Ivory Feathers® Dwarf Pampas Grass

Cosmopolitan Maiden Grass

Dwarf cultivar has mid-green leaves and densely
tufted plumes atop tall, upright stalks and arching
mid-green leaves. Masses of silvery yellow plumes
appear in late summer.

Foliage has a deep green center and wide creamy
white margins. Has much wider blades than M.
‘Variegata’.

Cortaderia selloana ‘Pumila’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: 0° to 10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 4-5’
BLOOM: Summer to fall

Four Seasons Nursery

Daum Good Plants!

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Cosmopolitan’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 4’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

GRASSES
Maiden Grass

Undaunted Ruby Muhly Grass

Thin leaf blades give a finer texture than most other
Miscanthus. Grey green foliage, forming a dense
upright vase shape clump. When emerging, the
plume is bright burgundy to dark pink.

Reddish mauve flower spikes. Compact, clumping
habit with fine-textured green foliage. Striking in
mass plantings.

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Gracillimus’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 2’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Little Zebra Maiden Grass

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Little Zebra’
PP13008

A dwarf version of Zebra Grass, Little Zebra has
strong horizontal gold banding on narrow blades.
Reddish plumes appear in August.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4’ x 3’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

®

Muhlenbergia reverchonii ‘PUND01S’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Mexican Feather Grass
Nassella tenuissima

Extremely fine textured grass sways in the most
gentle breeze. Light, wheat color seed heads in
summer. Drought tolerant.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: 0° to 10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 18” x 18-24”
BLOOM: Summer to fall

Morning Light Maiden Grass

Red Switch Grass

Upright leaves have a narrow band of clear white on
the margins, flowers in October emerging reddishbronze and drying to fluffy cream.

Noted for its tall, upright, blue-green foliage that
turns deep wine red in early summer.

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Morning Light’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3’
BLOOM: Fall

Panicum virgatum ‘Cheyenne Sky’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30-36” x 18”
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Purple Maiden Grass

Northwind Switch Grass

A shorter grass whose green leaves turn iridescent
red and purple in the fall accenting the silver plumes.

A clumping, upright ornamental grass with dark
green foliage. Unique flower stalks appear towards
the center of the clumps of foliage. Drought
tolerant.

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Purpurascens’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 3’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Panicum virgatum ‘Northwind’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 3-4’
BLOOM: Late summer

Porcupine Grass

Prairie Sky Blue Switch Grass

Gold-barred grass is similar to Miscanthus ‘Zebrinus’
but has stiff, not arcing, blades.

A columnar growing Switch Grass. Features narrow
clumps of stiffly upright, powdery blue leaf blades
which turn yellow in fall and eventually brown in
late fall.

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Strictus’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6-8’ x 3’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Panicum virgatum ‘Prairie Sky’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 2-3’
BLOOM: Late summer

Variegated Maiden Grass

Shenandoah Switch Grass

Very arching, loose clumps of foliage, medium
textured foliage with white-striped leaves.

Showy, clump-forming ornamental grass with
handsome red-tinged foliage. Fine textured, airy
flower plumes in late summer mature to a rich, wheat
color in winter. Drought tolerant.

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Variegatus’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 5-6’ x 4’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Panicum virgatum ‘Shenandoah’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 3-4’ wide
BLOOM: Late summer

Pink Muhly Grass

Fountain Grass

Spectacular pink plume color over a mound of bluegreen foliage. Showy seed heads are a highlight in
late summer. Heat and drought tolerant.

Rich gold tone with glowing pumpkin color from
August-November. Tips of the new flowers are silver,
like foxtails. Shorter than ‘Hameln’ by half.

Muhlenbergia capillaris
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: 0° to 10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3’ x 4’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall

Pennisetum alopecuroides
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 2’
BLOOM: Late summer to fall
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Hameln Dwarf Fountain Grass

Karley Rose Fountain Grass

Leaves are 1-2’ long, with flower stalks to 2’ long,
bright green in summer turning golden brown in
fall. 5-7” flower spikes resembling soft bottle brushes,
silvery white fading tan.

Long-lasting pink plumes and nice, deep green
foliage, which grows in an upright shape.

Pennisetum alopecuroides ‘Hameln’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 1-2’ x 2’
BLOOM: Mid summer to fall

Pennisetum orientale ‘Karley Rose’
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -30° to -20° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 30” x 3’
BLOOM: Summer to fall

Black Flowering Fountain Grass

Purple Fountain Grass

A warm season ornamental fountain grass cultivar
which typically grows in graceful, spreading clumps.
It is most noted for its distinctive dark purple flower
spikes.

Showy, fluffy, burgundy-purple flowers in
bottlebrush-like spikes (12” long) top flower stalks
that arch upward and outward above the burgundyred foliage clump in summer.

Pennisetum alopecuroides ‘Moudry’

Pennisetum setaceum ‘Rubrum’

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 2-3’ x 2-3’
BLOOM: Summer to fall

EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: 32°F (annual)
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 2-3’
BLOOM: Summer to fall

Red Head Fountain Grass

Standing Ovation Little Bluestem

Pennisetum alopecuroides ‘Red Head’

Flowers earlier than other Pennisetum varieties.
Huge, bottlebrush plumes mature to smoky purplered.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -20° to -10° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 4-5’ x 4-5’
BLOOM: Mid summer to fall

Tough and durable ornamental grass with an upright
growth habit. Stems have a bluish cast. Nice fall
color. Grows well in poor, dry soils.
EXPOSURE: Full sun
HARDINESS: -40° to -30° F
HEIGHT/WIDTH: 3-4’ x 12-18”
BLOOM: Late summer
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Schizachyrium scoparium ‘Standing
Ovation’ PP25202

Daum Good Plants!

Conditions of Sale

Company Information

Terms

Loading Hours

To customers with established credit our terms are
net 30 days from the day of invoice. Overdue accounts are
subject to a 2% per month (24%). Any new accounts must
accompany their orders with a deposit of one-third, balance
C.O.D. Credit will only be extended to customers who have
done a substantial volume of cash business with us and can
supply 3 satisfactory references.

7:30 am to 12:00 pm
1:00 pm to 4:00 pm

Orders

Office Hours
March 1 to December 24:
Monday – Friday 7:30 am to 4:30 pm
March 1 to July 4
Saturday 7:30 am to 12:00 noon
Closed Sunday

Orders are accepted subject to prior sale, and
conditions of stock at delivery date.

Call for an appointment January and February.

Claims
Plants become your property upon delivery to
transportation company, and we cannot be responsible for
loss, damage or delay in transit. All claims must be made
within 10 days after receipt of goods and in writing.

Warranty
We strive to send our healthy, thrifty stock, true
to name and variety at time of purchase. However, no
warranty is expressed or implied as to life or productiveness
after stock leaves our hands.

Quantity Discount
Discount is applied when the purchase of one Genus
is equal to or greater than the amounts below. The discount
only applies to that Genus, not to the whole purchase order.
Quantity discounts cannot be combined with any other
discount offered. Quantity discounts can only be applied
to bills that are C.O.D. or paid within 10 days. All other
situations void the quantity discount.

1-49
50-99
100+

List Price
5% Discount
10% Discount

Four Seasons Nursery & Landscape Company, LLC
299 Woodward Road
Englishtown, NJ 07726
email: 4seasonsnursery@optonline.net
www.4seasonsnurserynj.com
(732) 792-9890
Fax: (732) 792-9894

*If you need immediate help call Four Seasons Nursery’s
home office at (732) 792-9890. For those of you not covered by
these sales representatives you can also call the home office at
(732) 792-9890 or Fax (732) 792-9894.

Independent Sales
Representatives
Tom Bessette, Account Executive

68 Clifford Road • Plymouth, MA 02360
(508) 830-1960 Office
(508) 830-1968 Fax
nnstom@verizon.net
Territory: Independent Garden Centers in Southeastern
MA and RI

Mike Sanok, Account Executive

12 Union Street • Exeter, NH 03833
(603) 770-2869 Office
(603) 775-0492 Fax
sanok@comcast.net
Territory: Independent Garden Centers in NH, ME and
Northeastern MA

Edmund Ditroia, Account Executive

101 Wilcond Rd. • Johnston, RI 02919
(401) 270-6955 Office
(401) 270-6956 Fax
edmundditroia@gmail.com
Territory: RI, CT East of Rt. 91, Eastern Long Island, NY

Thomas Miller, Account Executive

(570) 568-0317 Office
(570) 568-0305 Fax
(507) 847-9475 Cell
Territory: Independent garden centers, nurseries and
rewholesalers in PA, DE, and MD.
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Directions to our Nursery
From the North or South: Take the New Jersey
Turnpike to exit #8. After paying the toll get onto
Rt. 33 East. Continue on Rt. 33 East for approx. 10
miles. You will come up to the intersection of Rt. 33
and Rt. 527 (not Rt. 527A, which will be approx. 7
miles from NJ Turnpike). Get into the righthand
lane because you have to take the jughandle at this
intersection. There is a Gus’s Diner on the east-bound
side and a Citgo gas station on the westbound side of
Rt. 33 at this intersection. This will put you onto Rt.

527 North (also Millhurst Rd.). Continue on Rt. 527
North to the first traffic light. Make a left at the light
onto Woodward Rd. Travel approx. 3/4 of a mile and
Four Seasons Nursery will be on the right-hand side.
Remember: do not take Rt.527A. You’ll get lost and
I’m not good at giving directions. Easiest way to get
there - www.Mapquest.com.
From the East or West: Somehow get onto Rt. 33 East
if you’re coming from west of Manalapan, or Rt. 33
West if you’re east of Manalapan. Then follow the
above directions. As I stated in the directions above,
the easiest way to find us is www.Mapquest.com.

NOTES

Nursery and Landscape Co. LLC

299 Woodward Rd.
Englishtown, NJ 07726

Visit Us:

www.twitter.com/4seasonsnj
Four Seasons Nursery and Landscape Company

WWW.4SEASONSNURSERYNJ.COM
4SEASONSNURSERY@OPTONLINE.NET

P: (732) 792-9890
F: (732) 792 - 9894

